
ABSTRACT 

MILONE, JOSEPH PERRY. Nature and Nurture: Effects of Multi-Pesticide Exposure during 

Honey Bee (Apis mellifera) Development (Under the direction of Dr. David Tarpy). 

 

Honey bees (Apis mellifera) are frequently used as pollinators in a variety of agricultural 

production systems. While collecting resources, honey bee foragers can fly for miles around a 

colony, unintentionally gathering pesticides and sequestering synthetic chemicals inside a hive. 

Additionally, beekeeper-applied chemicals are a dominant component of most within-hive 

chemical environments. A diversity of pesticides residues can therefore be retained within hive 

components such as beeswax and stored pollen. These matrices can ultimately pose an exposure 

risk to developing brood. We used previously reported in-hive pesticide residues to test how 

mixtures of frequently encountered pesticides can impact honey bee development: 1. We 

assessed the latent impacts of pesticides on adult queens by measuring how developmental 

exposure can impact a queen’s mating quality and the colony she later establishes, 2. We 

examined how colony-level pesticide exposure influences the nutritional quality of diet fed by 

nurse bees to developing queen larvae, and 3. We examined the differences in pesticide 

susceptibility and enzymatic detoxification across honey bee breeding stocks.  

To investigate the effects of contact and oral multi-pesticide exposure during queen 

development, we reared queens in beeswax cups with or without an added multi-pesticide 

treatment and within colonies supplemented with treated (field-relevant pesticide mixture) or 

untreated pollen. We sacrificed queens post-mating to assess reproductive phenotype and 

established all remaining queens in standard hive equipment to measure colony growth. The 

colonies administered treated pollen produced fewer viable queens, and those queens which 

survived had significantly reduced stored sperm viability and tended to have a lower mating 

number. Furthermore, these queens later established colonies with lower brood viability. Our 



wax treatment contained a pesticide hazard-level similar to that of an average commercial colony 

and had no measureable effects. These findings indicate the downstream legacy effects of 

developmental exposure on queen mating quality and colony phenotype.  

During development, honey bee queens are fed royal jelly (RJ) by nurse bees. We 

examined how pesticide exposure can influence the quality and quantity of RJ produced by a 

colony by exposing colonies to a multi-pesticide treatment in pollen and then harvested RJ from 

control and treated colonies. Thereafter, we measured the amount of RJ produced by colony, and 

screened samples for pesticide residues and nutritional composition. Colonies exposed to treated 

pollen yielded a lower mean amount of RJ provisioned per queen, but this difference was not 

significant. RJ from treated colonies contained lower amounts of phytosterols as well as key 

proteins and lipids relative to RJ from control colonies. We report that RJ from treated colonies 

has similar pesticide residues relative to controls, indicating that nurse bees buffer developing 

larvae from direct oral exposure to pesticides. This suggests that the effects of colony-level 

pesticide exposure on queen quality manifest through nutritional perturbations in RJ 

composition. 

Susceptibility is a key aspect of pesticide risk which we compared across seven breeding 

stocks by rearing larvae in vitro using diet spiked with a pesticide mixture at four doses. We then 

tested differences in the activity of the detoxification enzyme esterase and used proteomics by 

mass spectrometry to investigate differential protein expression. We found that esterase activity 

towards two model substrates positively correlated with pesticide tolerance and the highly 

selected Pol-Line had larvae with the lowest pesticide tolerance and generally lower esterase 

activity. Conversely, larvae from progenitor and putatively feral stocks had the highest pesticide 

tolerance and esterase activity. We found few differences in the larval proteome across stocks, 



which indicates that differences in pesticide tolerance may result from qualitative differences in 

detoxification enzyme structure. This finding highlights the potential for unintended 

consequences of artificial selection on pesticide tolerance in honey bees.   
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CHAPTER 1 

Contact and oral pesticide exposures during honey bee (Apis mellifera) queen development 

and their effects on reproductive phenotype 

(This work has been submitted for publication: Milone, JP and Tarpy, DR. Contact and oral 

pesticide exposures during honey bee (Apis mellifera) queen development and their effects on 

reproductive phenotype.) 

 

ABSTRACT 

Stressful conditions during development can have sub-lethal consequences aside from 

mortality. Using previously reported in-hive residues from commercial colonies, we examined 

how multi-pesticide exposure can influence honey bee (Apis mellifera) queen health. We reared 

queens in beeswax cups with or without pesticides within colonies exposed to treated or 

untreated pollen supplement. Following rearing, queens were open-mated and then placed into 

standard hive equipment in an “artificial swarm” to measure subsequent colony growth. Our 

treated wax had a pesticide Hazard Quotient (HQ) comparable to the average in beeswax from 

commercial colonies, and it had no measurable effects on queen phenotype. Conversely, colonies 

exposed to pesticide-treated pollen had a reduced capacity for viable queen production, and 

among surviving queens from these colonies we observed lower sperm viability and a non-

significant trend of reduced mating number. Moreover, we measured lower brood viability in 

colonies later established by queens reared in treated-pollen colonies. Interestingly, royal jelly 

from colonies exposed to treated pollen contained negligible pesticide residues, suggesting the 

indirect social consequences of colony-level pesticide exposure on queen quality. These findings 

highlight how conditions during development can impact queens long into adulthood, and that 

colony-level pesticide exposure may do so indirectly. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The combined contributions of the genome and environment on human health highlights 

the importance of characterizing exposures and their impacts in other organisms (Polderman et 

al., 2015). The exposome encompasses all of the chemical, physical, and biological agents 

experienced over a lifetime including during sensitive developmental stages (Wild, 2005). 

Recently, an increased emphasis has been placed on the fetal origins of disease as it has been 

found that developmental conditions, including chemical exposures and undernutrition in utero, 

can dictate latent health outcomes during adulthood (Gluckman et al. 2008; Schug et al., 2012). 

For example, exposure to endocrine disrupters during sensitive developmental windows has been 

linked to metabolic disturbances later in life, such as diabetes and obesity (Schug et al., 2012). 

Additionally, chemical exposures of mature adults can result in perturbations of both male and 

female reproductive physiology as well as transgenerational epigenetic impacts (Schug et al., 

2012). Invertebrates often share similar responses to chemical exposures and as a result have 

been used widely to model their effects on vertebrate development and reproduction (Wilson-

Sanders, 2011). 

Honey bees (Apis mellifera) are not only an economically important crop pollinator 

(Klein et al., 2007) but are also a surrogate system for examining the underlying concepts 

forming the human exposome. Whereas the vast majority of insect toxicology has emphasized 

understanding chemical lethality with the aim of pest management, pollinator toxicology is 

tasked with characterizing risk for the protection of these beneficial insects. This has broadened 

honey bee pesticide research to incorporate components analogous with human toxicology, such 

as sublethal and chronic exposures, reproductive and developmental impacts, and multi-stressor 

interactions (Johnson, 2014; O’Neal et al., 2018). While human research is typically 
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observational and correlative, honey bees can be subjected to manipulated exposure 

environments and offer a shorter-lived eusocial model to examine the impacts of chemical 

exposure across various life stages and social contexts. 

As a eusocial “super organism,” (Seeley, 1989) the stress factors challenging an 

individual bee’s health can ultimately inflict a cost on overall colony fitness (VanEngelsdorp & 

Meixner, 2010). This is especially apparent with honey bee queens, which most directly 

contribute to colony fitness by monopolizing reproduction. Queens are the longest lived caste in 

a colony; while worker lifespans are often measured in weeks (~6 weeks, on average), queens 

can live for years (~1-3 years, on average) during which an individual queen can lay up to 

thousands of eggs in a day (Winston, 1987). Moreover, queens mate with multiple males during 

their first week of life, and mating number can have a dramatic influence on colony phenotype 

because a genetically diverse worker population can help improve a colonies’ disease response 

and reduce inbreeding (Seeley & Tarpy, 2007; Tarpy, 2002; Tarpy & Seeley, 2006). Queens 

store the sperm from their mating flights for the duration of their lives, and the ability to acquire, 

store, and maintain large numbers of viable sperm is key to queen longevity (Baer et al., 2016).  

Queen mating health is integral to the sustainability of apiculture (Tarpy et al., 2012; Tarpy et al., 

2013), and annual surveys of commercial beekeepers in the US consistently cite queen longevity 

as a major factor leading to colony losses (Kulhanek et al., 2017). Queen losses frequently 

precede colony death (VanEngelsdorp et al., 2013) and exposure to neonicotinoids or miticides 

have been found to influence queen survival, reproductive health, and immunity (Akinwande et 

al., 2014; Brandt et al., 2017; Chaimanee et al., 2016; Forfert et al., 2017; Pettis et al., 2004; 

Rangel & Tarpy, 2015; Williams et al., 2015). 
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During visits to flowers (particularly in agroecosystems), honey bee foragers can come 

into contact with chemicals present within their landscape and return them to their hives. As a 

result, pesticides can become sequestered within the honey, wax, and other internal hive 

matrices. Additionally, beekeepers can apply their own chemotherapies directly into a hive for 

the treatment of disease and parasites, which can influence a colony’s in-hive chemical 

environment long after their application (Bonzini et al., 2011; Tremolada et al., 2004). Pesticide 

exposure can alter developmental conditions inside a hive and lead to fatal and sublethal impacts 

on a colony. Pesticide residue survey data, characterizing the chemical exposome within 

commercial honey bee colonies, has confirmed the near ubiquity of multiple pesticide exposures 

in honey bee colonies. Wax combs serve as the nest substrate within a colony, and it is used to 

rear young (brood) and store their food (honey for carbohydrates and pollen or ‘beebread’ for 

protein). It has been reported that beebread and beeswax in commercial beekeeping operations 

contain an average (± SD) of 7.2 ± 3.60 and 10.1 ± 4.90 different pesticide residues, respectively 

(Traynor et al., 2016). Pesticide-impregnated wax comb can facilitate pesticide transfer into 

other matrices (i.e., food or brood) and poses a risk to larvae that are exposed through contact 

while developing inside wax cells.  

Oral exposure can occur when nurse bees consume contaminated pollen. It has been 

previously observed that nurse bee secretory glands can be harmed during oral exposure to 

pesticides (Alaux et al., 2010; Berenbaum, 2019; Böhme et al., 2016; Faita et al., 2018; Hatjina 

et al., 2013; Renzi et al., 2016; Zaluski et al., 2017), and it was recently found that pesticide-

induced glandular degeneration can manifest in the quality of royal jelly (RJ) fed to developing 

queens (Milone & Chakrabarti et al., submitted). 
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Conditions during sensitive early life stages can result in both immediate and downstream 

health implications, and developmental exposure may influence the colonies queens later 

establish. Queen quality is directly connected to colony fitness and thus is an important 

component of overall health and colony phenotype (Rangel et al., 2013). Adult exposure to 

pesticides has been shown to influence queen egg laying rate and brood pattern (Akinwande et 

al., 2014; Wu-smart & Spivak, 2016), but the downstream implications of queen developmental 

conditions and their latent impacts have yet to been examined. In this study, we sought to use 

previously reported pesticide residue data to empirically test how multi-pesticide oral and contact 

exposures can influence queen health directly and the colonies they later establish. 

 

METHODS 

Pesticide Exposures 

  We tested pesticide treatment mixtures for wax and pollen consisting of 12 and 9 

different compounds, respectively (Table 1.1). We chose these compounds based on residue data 

from a U.S. nationwide pesticide screening of commercial colonies and the mixtures consisted of 

frequently detected herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides at previously observed concentrations 

in beebread and beeswax (Traynor et al., 2016). We employed a Hazard Quotient (HQ)(Stoner & 

Eitzer, 2013) in order to estimate species-specific toxicity from multiple pesticides by dividing 

the concentration of each residue by its respective oral 48hr LD50 (as reported by Traynor et al., 

2016) and then summing all HQs for each compound detected in a mixture in order to quantify 

its total toxicity. We spiked treated wax and pollen with an added pesticide mixture, increasing 

their toxicity, while controls did not receive any added chemical treatment other than an equal 

volume of solvent. We purchased all pesticides as pure technical material (≥95% purity) from 
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Sigma Aldrich Inc. (St. Louis, MO) and Chem Service Inc. (West Chester, PA) and each was 

serially diluted in either acetone or a 1:1 acetone/hexane for pollen and wax, respectively. 

Pollen: When making pollen supplement treatments, we pulverized commercial 

wildflower pollen (Glorybee Foods Inc. Eugene, Oregon) using a laboratory blender until fine 

and then integrated pollen power into diet consisting of 43% crushed pollen, 43% granulated 

sucrose, and 14% water by mass. We used acetone as a solvent for pesticide dilutions, which 

comprised 1.5% of the final diet by mass. We spiked treated pollen with the pesticide mixture 

while control pollen received an equal amount of acetone to account for solvent effects. We 

thoroughly mixed all components in a 37.85L (40Qt) stainless steel bowl using an electric hand 

mixer (Model 62633R, Hamilton Beach, Glenn Allen, VA) and placed 40g portions on 

individual wax paper sheets before storing in plastic bags at -20 ˚C until use. 

Wax: In order to make queen cups, we filtered beeswax from the previous year’s honey 

cappings (=newly synthesized wax) using a 5 micron filter bag to remove debris prior to 

pesticide impregnation. We used 1:1 acetone/hexane mixture as the solvent for pesticide 

dilutions in wax. We included hexane after observing its miscibility in wax and following 

previous studies on pesticide impregnation of beeswax (Fries et al., 1998). We used a rotary 

evaporator with a 1L round bottom flask, and we set a hot water bath to 69 ˚C to continuously 

melt and mix wax flakes prior to spiking with the diluted pesticide mixture (treated) or solvent 

(control). We stored wax at -20 ˚C until queen cups were produced by dipping separate tapered 

wooden dowels in molten wax and removing formed wax cups. We used melted untreated wax in 

order to affix 15 queen cell cups in alternating order between control and treated wax cups onto a 

common wooden grafting bar for queen rearing. 
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Study Site and Queen Rearing 

  We raised all queens at the Lake Wheeler Honey Bee Research Facility (Raleigh, NC) 

using naturally mated Apis mellifera L. stock. We fitted pollen traps to six double-deep standard 

Langstroth colonies and continuously fed treated or control for 34 days prior to and during queen 

rearing (3 control and 3 treated colonies). Following a 24hr queenless period “swarm box” 

(Laidlaw and Page, 1997), we presented all colonies (treated and control pollen) with 60 queen 

wax cups (30 each of treated and control) containing 1-day old worker larvae grafted from a 

single source colony following the Doolittle method (Laidlaw and Page, 1997)(see Figure 1.1). 

After 9 days, we counted capped queen cells and place them into an incubator set at 34.5 ˚C. We 

reared queens in two consecutive grafting rounds, after which we placed them into individual 

mating nucleus (nuc) colonies each containing ~1,000 worker bees. We introduced queens from 

the first round into mating nucleus colonies as capped queen cells, while we introduced queens 

from the second grafting round as caged adults following emergence within an incubator similar 

to Williams et al., 2015. 

 

Queen Fitness Measurements 

  We used morphometric and sperm analysis methods adapted from Tarpy et al., 2012 to 

measure pesticide impacts on mated queens during two sampling events. We anesthetized queens 

using CO2 then weighed each on a digital scale to the nearest 0.1mg. We dissected the head, 

thorax, and spermatheca of each queen before photographing for pixel measurement using image 

software (ImageJ) to the nearest 0.1mm. Next, we used the protocol of Collins & Donoghue, 

1999 to determine sperm count and viability of mated queens. We crushed each spermatheca into 

1ml of Buffer D and used a pasture pipette to transfer diluted sperm into a 2ml glass vial 
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containing 10μl of both Syber green and propidium iodide. After 5 min, we loaded 10μl of 

stained sperm into a disposable hemocytometer and used a CP-001 automated cell counter 

(Nexcelom biosciences, St. Lawrence, MA) to quantify live/dead counts and sperm viability. 

 

Mating Number 

 We used a protocol similar to that of Withrow & Tarpy, 2018 for determining the mating 

number of each queen through offspring microsatellite analysis. When sampling, we removed a 

frame of pupae from each queen’s mating nucleus, which was then immediately frozen at -20 ˚C. 

Next, we sampled 48 individual pupae per queen and removed small piece of tissue using 

microscissors, which were flame sterilized between larvae, and then stored individually in 0.2ml 

strip tubes. We performed DNA extractions using 150μl 5% Chelex® 100 (BioRad) in dH2O, 

with the addition of 5μl 10mg/ml Proteinase K and incubated in a thermocycler for 60 min at 55 

˚C, 15 min at 99 ˚C, 1 min at 37 ˚C, 15 min at 99 ˚C, then held at 4 ˚C. We used a multiplex PCR 

in order to amplify seven microsatellite markers (A24, A76, A88, A113, Ap43, Ap81, and 

B124), which have been previously used for patrilineal analysis (Delaney et al., 2011; Evans et 

al., 2015). We then added 1μl of extracted DNA to a mixture of 5μl multiplex PCR Master Mix 

(Kapa), 0.5μl fluorescent–tagged primers, and 3.5μl dH2O, then incubated in a thermocycler for 

3 min at 95 ˚C, followed by 48 cycles of 15 s at 95 ˚C, 30 s at 57 ˚C, 45 s at 72 ˚C, with an 

elongation step of 5 min at 72 ˚C and held at 4 ˚C. Lastly, we added 1μl of PCR products to a 9μl 

solution containing Gene Scan Liz 500 sizing standard (Thermo Fisher) and Hi-Di Formamide 

(25μl Liz 500 per 900μl Formamide) and then denatured for 5 min at 95 ˚C before being 

sequenced on a 3730 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) at the NCSU Genomic Sciences 

Laboratory (Raleigh, NC). After sequencing, we scored all peaks using Genemapper 4.0 
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(Applied Biosystems) then calculated the number and frequency of each subfamilies from raw 

microsatellite data using the program COLONY (J. Wang, 2004), which were used to determine 

the observed mating number (No) and effective mating number (me) for each queen as described 

in Tarpy et al., 2004. 

 

Colony Establishment and Growth Measurement 

  We introduced a subset (N=39) of mated queens into full-sized colonies by acclimating 

packages containing 2lbs of worker bees (~7,000) from non-experimental colonies for 2 days in 

a dark room with a caged experimental queen. Thereafter, we installed packages into Langstroth 

style hive boxes each containing three frames with a 1 inch strip of wax foundation to facilitate 

wax comb construction. We recorded colony growth measurements over 3 months following 

package installation. We fed all hives the same amount of 50% sugar syrup throughout the 

colony growth period to ensure adequate nutrition during dearth periods. We used a 1x1inch 

gridded wooden frame to aid in the visual measurement of nest development and wax comb 

construction and tracking the square inch coverage of capped brood. We also measured brood 

pattern solidness by counting the number of empty cells within a 3x3 inch square of contiguous 

capped brood on three randomly selected frames for each colony (Delaplane et al., 2013). In late 

August, no more package worker bees were present in the colony and all of the workers in each 

colony were worker offspring from the experimental queens, at which time we sampled varroa 

intensity within each colony using a modified “alcohol wash” (De Jong et al., 1982). 
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Pathogen Screening Procedure  

We used a Trizol RNA extraction and reverse transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) 

to measure commonly detected pathogens within workers from cell-building colonies before and 

after pollen feeding and from queens at the conclusion of the colony growth period (see 

Supplemental Table 1.6 for target primer information). We added Trizol to a Ziploc bag 

containing 5g of worker bees or a vial containing a queen bee then crushed samples using either 

a rolling pin or a pestle and removed 100μl of extract which was then added to 900μl of Trizol in 

a separate vial. We then added 200μl of pure chloroform and then centrifuged vials at 4 ˚C and 

12,000G for 15 min. After removing the supernatant into a separate vial, we then added 500μl of 

Isopropyl alcohol centrifuged at 4 ˚C and 12,000G for 15 min to form an RNA pellet. We then 

poured off the Isopropyl alcohol and added 1ml 75% ethanol to purify the pellet and centrifuged 

at 4 ˚C and 7,500G for 5 min. Following this, we removed all ethanol and re-added 1ml 75% 

ethanol prior to a final centrifugation. Lastly, we poured out all ethanol and allowed the pellet to 

dry before dissolving in DNASE free water in a heated dry bath at 60 ˚C. The RNA was then 

quantified and tested for purity using a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer and RNA was diluted to 

200 ng/μl for all samples. cDNA was synthesized using the BioBasic all in one cDNA kit with 

random primers. qPCR was performed in triplicate and ran on an Applied Biosystems 

QuantStudio 6. Standard curves were generated using known quantities of plasmid stock of 

target amplicons and final results were normalized to 2 reference genes using GeNorm software 

(Supplemental Table 1.6 for primer sequences). 
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Pesticide Residue Sampling 

We collected samples of treated and control wax and pollen in order to quantify pesticide 

residues and were placed on dry ice before being stored at -80 ˚C. We performed a final round of 

grafting on each queen rearing colony in order to collect royal jelly from 3-day old uncapped 

queen cells and was flash frozen using liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ˚C. We loaded samples 

into 50ml plastic centrifuge tubes and mailed on dry ice to the USDA-AMS National Science 

Laboratory in Gastonia for multi-pesticide residue screening. 

 

Statistics 

We performed all analysis using JMP Pro 14 (SAS Inc., Cary, NC). We compared daily 

pollen supplement consumption between colonies fed treated or untreated pollen supplement 

using a repeated measures mixed model with colony as a random effect, day, and the interaction 

between day and treatment. We made queen survival comparisons between queens in differing 

treatments groups using Pearson’s chi-square tests. We used paired t-tests when comparing viral 

loads in workers from cell builder before and after the pollen feeding period. We used standard 

Least Square regression for determining the impacts of wax and pollen exposure on queen 

physiology and sperm health. When comparing mating numbers, we used we used a t-test to 

compare between treatments. For colony growth comparisons, we used a repeated measures 

mixed model with colony as a random nested effect under pollen treatment with wax and pollen 

treatments, their interaction, and sampling month included as fixed effects. For colony brood 

viability, where three patches of contiguous pupal brood were assessed per colony, we used the 

aforementioned model with the addition of patch/rep as a random effect. We used t-tests to 
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compare differences in mating numbers (No and me) across treatments and again used t-tests 

when comparing differences in pathogen copy counts. 

 

RESULTS 

Pesticide exposome 

Pesticide residues in treated pollen and wax ranged from parts per billion to parts per 

million (Table 1.1). Treated wax used to make queen cells contained 13 different pesticides with 

an HQtotal = 2,596, while control wax was found to contain low levels of 9 pesticide contaminants 

with an HQtotal =32 (individual HQ values are shown in Table 1.3). Treated pollen supplement 

fed to queen-rearing colonies contained 11 compounds and had a total HQ = 1,653, whereas the 

untreated pollen supplement had low level detections of two compounds with an HQ<1.0. 

Residue analysis of treated experimental matrices used for queen exposures varied relative to our 

target concentrations for each treatment (Table 1.1) and three compounds were not able to be 

detected. These could be artifacts of uneven dispersal, analytical limitations, or (in the case of 

wax) chemical instability during molten impregnation. Royal jelly (RJ) fed to developing queens 

was found to contain low levels of pesticides across treatments. However, RJ from treated wax 

contained the highest detected concentrations of pesticide (Table 1.2) Daily pollen consumption 

was not different across treatment groups (F(1,4)=0.44, P=0.54). 

 

Queen rearing and Cell Builder Pathology 

Colonies fed treated pollen supplement produced fewer capped queen cells relative to 

colonies fed low HQ pollen (n=720, Pearson χ2=45.8, P<0.0001), and of the queen cells 

produced we observed a significant reduction in queen emergence in High HQ pollen 
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supplement colonies (n=320, Pearson χ 2=73.7, P<0.0001) (Figure 1.2). There was no effect of 

wax or pollen treatment on the initiation of egg laying (n=160, Pollen: Pearson χ 2=2, P=0.16, 

Wax: χ 2=0.92, P=0.34) or queen survival during the colony growth period (n=39, Pollen: 

Pearson χ 2=2.00, P=0.16, Wax: χ 2=0.16, P=0.69). Of the three pathogens that were consistently 

detected in workers from cell-builder colonies, no significant differences were found when 

comparing using a Paired t-test before and after the pollen-feeding period (Lake Sinai Virus: 

t5=0.52, P=0.62; Trypanosomes: t5=0.90, P=0.40; and Nosema: t5=-1.75, P=0.14; Table 1.4). 

 

Queen reproductive health and pathology 

Sperm quality and viral prevalence  

We analyzed a subset of queens for their reproductive quality shortly after mating and 

after the initiation of egg laying (n=35), and we did the same for all surviving queens at the 

conclusion of the colony growth period (n=18) (Figure 1.4). We found no significant effects of 

wax treatment on head width, thorax width, wet weight, or sperm count across queens reared in 

treated and control wax. However, differences in sperm viability were statistically significant 

(Whole model: F(2,15)=3.85, P<0.05. Pollen treatment: F(1,1)=5.60, p<0.05) when comparing 

laying queens reared in treated versus control pollen environments sampled at the conclusion of 

the experiment (Figure 1.4). These same queens were found to have a large numerical difference 

in mean for total sperm count and we report 4.2x106±1.8 and 2.3x106±1.5 for control and treated 

queens, respectively (mean± SD). However, this difference was only marginally statistically 

significant (Whole Model F(2,15)=2.20, P=0.14. Pollen treatment: F(1,1)=4.10, p=0.06) and this 

was most likely the result of the reduced sample size and high variance. We detected no 

differences in queen wet weight, head width, or thorax width in queens from either pollen or wax 
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treatment groups. Of the 18 queens analyzed at the end of the experiment, only half had 

detectable levels of pathogens (Table 1.5), with the most frequent detection being Deformed 

Wing Virus A (50% having DWVA). No trends were observed when comparing DWVA across 

wax and pollen treatments. 

 

Mating Number 

In total, we analyzed the offspring from 23 queens for microsatellite paternity analysis to 

estimate queen mating number. We found no effect of wax treatment on the effective paternity 

frequency (me) or observed mating number (No). Queens reared in treated pollen colonies had an 

average me of 23.2±3.69 whereas control queens had an average of 32.8±5.85, but this difference 

was non-significant (n=23, two-tailed t21=-1.36, P=0.19). However, the pollen pesticide 

treatment was found to have a stronger negative trend on observed mating number (n=23, two-

tailed t21=-1.897, P=0.07) (see Figure 1.3). 

 

Colony growth 

During June-August, we took monthly measurements to assess the impacts of 

developmental queen exposure on colony performance. There were no statistically significant 

differences when comparing total brood area and wax production between colonies headed by 

queens reared in difference pesticide exposure environments. Colonies headed by experimental 

queens reared in colonies fed treated pollen supplement had lower brood viability relative to 

those reared in control colonies (Mixed model Fixed effects test, n=250, Pollen treatment: F 

Ratio(1,20.71)=7.12 P<0.05) (Figure 1.5). At the conclusion of the study, varroa mite counts in 

colonies established by queens reared in different wax and pollen exposure environments did not 
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vary between treatment (Mixed model fixed effects test, n=27, Wax: F(1,22.4)=4.15, P=0.053, 

Pollen: F(1,4.2)=1.22, P=0.33). 

 

DISCUSSION 

The treated pollen supplement administered to colonies prior to and during queen rearing 

was found to contain an HQ of 1,653 (Table 1.3) and represents a substantial level of pesticide 

hazard when compared to residue data from commercial colonies where only 15% of samples 

were found to have and HQ>1,000 (Traynor et al., 2016). Queen development within colonies 

exposed to treated pollen resulted in lower acceptance of grafted larvae and reduced the survival 

of developing queens to emergence as adults (Figure 1.2). Curiously, despite the observed 

phenotypic effects resulting from our treated pollen supplement on queen survival during 

development, we did not observed an increase in pesticide residues within the royal jelly (RJ) 

that was provisioned to the queen larvae (Table 1.2 and 1.3). However, it has been observed that 

oral pesticide exposure can degrade the secretory glands of nurse bees that are used to synthesize 

royal jelly (Berenbaum, 2019; Böhme et al., 2016; Faita et al., 2018; Hatjina et al., 2013; Renzi 

et al., 2016; Zaluski et al., 2017). The lack of pesticides in RJ, concurrent with reductions in 

survival, indicates that our pesticide treatment likely had indirect effects on queen larvae (e.g., 

through reduced quality of RJ) rather than direct effects (i.e., exposure through contaminated 

RJ). Indeed, it has been reported that exposure to the same pesticide mixture used in this 

experiment heavily influenced the nutritional composition of RJ produced by exposed colonies 

without an increase of pesticide residues (Milone & Chakrabarti et al., Submitted). As a result, 

the impacts of pollen treatment in the present study are likely the result of pesticides having an 

impact on RJ synthesis, nutrition, or both and not a result of direct pesticide exposure. Workers 
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terminate brood rearing in nutritionally stressed circumstances (Brodschneider & Crailsheim, 

2010), and additional selection against unfit queens may have also resulted in reduced queen 

production in orally exposed colonies. It is adaptive for workers to divest resources from 

developmentally stressed queens, and it has been observed that caged queen cells (removed from 

worker mediated selection) yield smaller queens relative to cells that can be accessed by workers 

(Tarpy & Linksvayer, 2016). We observed no differences when comparing viral loads between 

workers from colonies fed treated or untreated pollen (Table 1.4) during our experiment, no 

significant differences were detected when comparing queen cell production or survival between 

wax treatment groups. 

In total, 160 adult queens were introduced into mini “nucleus” colonies for mating from 

two grafting rounds. No significant differences in mating success, as determined by the 

successful initiation of egg laying, were found when comparing queens across wax and pollen 

treatments. A subsample of queens reared in control pollen colonies (n=35) were analyzed 

immediately post-mating, and we found that queens reared in our treated wax had similar 

morphology and stored-sperm quality relative to those reared in wax impregnated only with 

solvent (Figure 1.4A). Because of low sample size (as a result of the poor rearing success), no 

comparisons were made investigating the effect of the pollen treatment at this stage, electing to 

introduce all 39 experimental queens into artificial swarms to measure the impacts of 

developmental exposure on newly established colony growth. We observed no effects of queen 

rearing pesticide exposure environment on the recorded monthly measures of brood area and 

total wax construction, although we did observe a statistically significant reduction in brood 

viability between those queens reared in colonies fed treated pollen relative to controls (Figure 

1.5). Pupal brood pattern has been often associated with queen quality and can be attributed to 
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inbreeding or low diversity (Tarpy et al., 2012). Additionally, it has been previously observed 

that topical pesticide exposure directly on adult queens (Akinwande et al., 2014) and colony-

level exposure to pesticides spiked sugar syrup (Wu-smart & Spivak, 2016) can also reduce 

brood viability. The differences in brood viability between pollen treatments observed in this 

study demonstrate a downstream impact of queen developmental conditions on later established 

colonies. However, colony brood viability is not only a result of queen health but also a variety 

of colony-level factors including disease infection (VanEngelsdorp et al., 2013), pesticide 

residues in wax comb (Wu-Smart et al., 2012), and nutritional status (Brodschneider & 

Crailsheim, 2010). Moreover, the reliability of brood pattern as a proxy for queen health has 

recently been called into question (Lee et al., 2019), and more work is needed to better 

understand the relationship between queen development and colony conditions on brood pattern. 

Curiously, we observed that colonies headed by queens reared in treated wax had a lower 

number of varroa mites per bee and this effect was marginally significant (p=0.053). However, 

the mechanism by which a queens developmental pesticide exposure environment could 

influence varroa infestation is unknown and this finding is likely spurious. 

At the conclusion of the colony growth period (after mated queens were fully established 

in colonies), queens were again sampled for reproductive health (n=18). We found that queens 

produced by colonies exposed to contaminated pollen had significant reduced sperm viability 

and lower sperm counts (Figure 1.3b). The ability of queens to maintain large numbers of 

healthy sperm in their spermatheca is an important facet of queen quality (Baer et al., 2016; 

Delaney et al., 2011), and reductions in sperm viability following exposure to pesticides have 

been previously reported (Chaimanee et al., 2016; Rangel et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2015) but 

the specific mechanism driving this relationship is unclear. Antioxidants (Collins et al., 2004) 
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and ATP-independent heat shock proteins (McAfee et al., 2020) have been previously found to 

be important for sperm longevity, and reactive oxygen species produced following development 

in pesticide exposed colonies could present a challenged to the sperm which later occupy queen’s 

spermatheca (McAffee et al., Submitted). We also found that developmental exposure might 

manifest in the quantity of sperm stored within a queen’s spermatheca. When stored sperm 

counts were compared at the end of the colony growth period, we observed a significant effect of 

pollen treatment (one-tailed t=-1.893, df=16, P<0.05). Lower numbers of stored sperm have also 

been previously reported in other works measuring the impacts of pesticide on queens 

(Chaimanee et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2015), and our current finding likely arises from 

differences in queen physiology and rather than from differences in mating number or drone 

sperm quality. Upon reaching reproductive maturity, a single drone contains ~7 million 

spermatozoa (Metz & Tarpy, 2019) and we observed an average mating number of 21 drones 

(no) for queens raised in treated pollen colonies; these same queens were also found to have an 

average sperm count of 2.3 million spermatozoa. As a result, it is likely that differences in sperm 

count result from differences in sperm migration into the spermatheca following mating events 

(Page, 1986) or, perhaps, as a consequence of more rapid sperm depletion during egg 

fertilization. The underlying mechanism driving differences in sperm count and viability in 

response to development within pesticide exposed colonies should be examined. No differences 

were found when comparing disease among laying queens at the end of the experiment (Table 

1.5). 

Queens mate with multiple males, and the number of mates by a given queen can have a 

dramatic influence on colony phenotype; a genetically diverse worker population can help 

improve a colonies’ disease response and reduce inbreeding (Seeley & Tarpy, 2007;Tarpy, 
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2002). Despite trends towards lower mating numbers in queens reared in treated pollen colonies, 

we observed no significant differences when looking at the effective mating number (me) or 

observed mating number (No) of queens between treatment groups (Figure 1.3). A previous study 

comparing mating numbers between queens reared in colonies exposed to neonicotinoids found 

significant reductions in the No and me  for treated queens (Williams et al., 2015). Alternatively, a 

study investigating the impacts of a contact exposure to high doses of a two miticides observed 

an increase in mating number in response to the treatment (Rangel & Tarpy, 2015). This 

discrepancy could arise from the different compounds tested and from the aforementioned 

indirect effects of colony-level oral exposure on developmental queen nutrition as opposed to 

direct pesticide exposure. Future works should report the mechanism by which these differing 

exposures result in diverging responses on mating number. 

We found no statistically significant impacts of our wax treatment on queen survival, 

mating health, or downstream colony growth. Additionally, we saw no differences when 

comparing colony growth between queens reared in treated and untreated wax. Contrary to RJ 

from colonies administered pesticide treated pollen, residue analysis of RJ samples from cells 

formed from treated beeswax did show some degree of residue transfer at a concentration of 

about 10% for some compounds relative to residues in wax (Table 1.2). Based on our residue 

analysis, we calculated our experimental treated wax to have an HQ of 2,606 (Table 1.3). This 

value represents a near-average exposure compared to previously reported commercial colony 

wax contamination levels (mean HQ=2,255)(Traynor et al., 2016) and could possibly explain the 

minimal effects that our treated wax had on developing queens. Higher levels of pesticide 

contamination in wax have been found to impact queen health, and previous works focusing on 

miticides have demonstrated the potential impacts contaminated wax can have on queen 
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development. One series of experiments measuring the impacts of coumaphos impregnated wax 

during queen rearing found that the 100ppm dose level (HQ=16,863) significantly lowered 

grafting acceptance and queen pupal weight (Pettis et al., 2004) but no differences were detected 

when examining sperm concentration (Collins et al., 2004). Alternatively, a study measuring the 

combined effects of developmental exposure to 94ppm coumaphos and 204ppm tau-fluvalinate 

in wax (HQTotal=62,905) found significant reductions in sperm count and viability in mated 

queens (Rangel & Tarpy, 2015). These works demonstrate that despite no direct effects resulting 

from our wax exposure on queen health, higher levels of wax contamination than typically found 

in field conditions can indirectly lead to reductions in queen survival and reproduction. 

Our work demonstrates how highly contaminated pollen can negatively affect queen 

reproductive quality. Queen producers adjacent to agriculturally intensive areas with elevated 

pesticide use on pollinator attractive crops may suffer the effects of exposure when it comes to 

producing large numbers of viable queens. Moreover, this highlights how colony level pesticide 

exposure may pose a challenge during the sensitive period following the loss of a queen. It has 

been previously reported that colonies containing highly contaminated wax (HQ=6,500) had an 

increased incident of queen loss (Traynor et al., 2016). These findings also highlight how 

developmental exposure to pesticide contaminated pollen can have long-lasting effects on queens 

and how developmental stress can later influence established colonies. Queens surviving 

developmental bottlenecks following colony level exposure were still compromised and, despite 

mating successfully, headed colonies with reduced brood viability. Although, our sample size 

was greatly reduced through attrition by the end of the experiment, our work supports the notion 

that individual health outcomes resulting from developmental stress on queens have the potential 
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to inflict a collective cost on colony health. As such, future works should continue to 

characterize how stressors shape developmental conditions in honey bees. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 1.1 Residue detections in pollen and wax and target concentrations for treatments. ND 

signifies a non-detection. Trace indicates that a compound was detected but was unable to be 

quantified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pesticide 

Pollen Detections (ppb) Wax Detections (ppb) 

Target 

concentr. 

Treated 

pollen  

(actual) 

Control 

pollen 

(actual) 

Target 

concentr. 

Treated 

wax 

(actual) 

Control 

wax 

(actual) 

Atrazine  37.3 25.0 ND 19.3 61.0 ND 

Azoxystrobin  83.1 78.0 ND 22.2 56.0 12.0 

Aldicarb sulfoxide N/A ND ND 649 ND ND 

Bifenthrin N/A ND ND 14 ND ND 

Carbaryl  364.0 368.0 ND N/A ND ND 

Carbendazim  N/A TRACE TRACE N/A ND ND 

Chlorothalonil  26,600.0 16,000.0 ND 53,700.0 13,000.0 ND 

Chlorpyrifos  33.4 20.0 ND 68.9 113.0 ND 

Coumaphos  3,260.0 1,870.0 ND 1,755.7 1,680.0 25.0 

Coumaphos oxon  N/A ND ND N/A 12.0 10.0 

DEET  N/A ND ND N/A 92.0 98.0 

2,4- DMPF  N/A 9.0 14.0 43,000.0 32,900.0 4.0 

Esfenvalerate N/A ND ND 29.1 ND ND 

Fenpropathrin 24.6 ND ND 74.5 ND ND 

Fluoxastrobin  N/A ND ND N/A 11.0 11.0 

Flutriafol  N/A ND ND N/A 29.0 27.0 

Fluvalinate  469.0 415.0 ND 4,895.3 1,100.0 53.0 

Pendimethalin  143.0 105.0 ND 60.0 TRACE ND 

Thymol  N/A 89.0 ND N/A 2,200.0 2,500.0 
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Table 1.2  Hazard Quotient values calculated from residue detections in royal jelly from 

colonies exposed to treated (T) or control (C) pollen supplement and harvested from wax queen 

cups made from treated and untreated beeswax. LD50 values for each compound were used from 

Traynor et al. 2016. Any trace detections had their HQ value calculated using the compound’s 

limit of detection in order to determine the worst case HQ. No honey bee LD50 has been reported 

for DEET and thymol is non-toxic to honey bees. We report the detected residue concentrations 

for these compounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pesticide 
 LD50 

(µg/bee) 

Treated wax Control wax 

T Pollen C pollen T Pollen C pollen 

Atrazine 98.5 ND 0.04 ND ND 

Azoxystrobin 112.00 0.02 0.02 ND ND 

Chlorothalonil 111 12.70 15.68 ND ND 

Chlorpyrifos 0.0762 118.11 170.60 ND ND 

Coumaphos  5.93 28.67 26.98 1.35 1.01 

Coumaphos 

oxon 
5.93 0.24 0.08 0.12 ND 

DEET  - (7ppb) (8ppb) (8ppb) (8ppb) 

2,4-DMPF  75.00 51.47 50.00 0.24 0.17 

Fluvalinate 4.32 53.47 43.75 ND ND 

Metolachlor 126 ND ND 0.20 ND 

Thymol  - (989ppb) (955ppb) (2ppb) (1,290ppb) 

  HQTotal 264.68 307.16 1.91 1.19 
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Table 1.3  Residues detected in treated and control wax used for queen cells and pollen 

supplement administered to colonies. Hazard Quotients (HQ) were calculated according to 

Stoner et al. 2012 and were summed to give a total HQ for each matrix. LD50 values for each 

compound were used from Traynor et al. 2016. Any trace detections had their HQ value 

calculated using the compound’s limit of detection in order to determine the worst case HQ. No 

honey bee LD50 has been reported for DEET and thymol is non-toxic to honey bees. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Atrazine 98.5 25.00 0.25 ND 0  61.00 0.62 ND

Azoxystrobin 112 78.00 0.70 ND 0  56.00 0.50 12.00 0.10

Carbaryl 0.442 368.00 832.58 ND 0  ND 0.00 ND 0.00

Carbendazim 756 TRACE 0.01 TRACE 0.01 ND 0.00 ND 0.00

Chlorothalonil 111 16000.00 144.14 ND 0  13000.00 117.12 ND 0.00

Chlorpyrifos 0.08 20.00 262.47 ND 0  113.00 1482.94 ND 0.00

Coumaphos 5.93 1870.00 315.35 ND 0  1680.00 283.31 25.00 4.20

Coumaphos oxon 5.93 ND 0.00 ND 0  12.00 2.02 10.00 1.70

DEET - ND 0.00 ND 0  92.00 N/A    98.00 N/A  

2,4-DMPF 75 9.00 0.12 14.00 0.19 32900.00 438.67 4.00 0.10

Fenpropathrin 0.05 0.00 0.00 ND 0  ND 0.00 ND 0.00

Fluoxastrobin 843 ND 0.00 ND 0  11.00 0.01 11.00 0.00

Flutriafol 2 ND 0.00 ND 0  29.00 14.50 27.00 13.50

Fluvalinate 4.32 415.00 96.06 ND 0  1100.00 254.63 53.00 12.30

Pendimethalin 74.9 105.00 1.40 ND 0  TRACE 1.87 ND 0.00

Thymol - 89.00 N/A  ND 0  2200.00 N/A   2500.00 N/A  

HQ Total 1653.1 0.2 2596.2 31.9

Wax detections (ppb)

Treated 

pollen
HQ

Control 

pollen
HQ

Treated 

wax
HQ

Control 

wax
HQ

Pesticide
LD50 

(µg/bee)

Pollen detections (ppb)
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Table 1.4 Pathogen levels presented in genome equivalents for worker bees collected prior to (Pre) and at the conclusion (Post) of 

feeding with a treated (T) or control (C) pollen supplement. CBPV- Chronic bee paralysis virus, DWVA- deformed wing virus A, 

IAPV- Israeli acute paralysis virus, and LSV- Lake Sinai virus. Universal primers were used to detect Nosema and Trypanosomes. 

The following pathogens were screened for but not detected: Acute bee paralysis virus, Deformed wing virus B, and Black queen cell 

virus. 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

1 C 0 21,131 0 25,324 0 0 508,778 351,021 82,680 18,130 8,014 2,105

2 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 18,223 93,163 230,292 21,621 3,025 867

3 T 0 0 0 0 0 1372 39,146 302,865 256,06 0 0 0

4 C 0 0 0 0 0 304 55,972 308,497 5,825 768 0 1,773

5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 484,330 116,843 21,575 0 0 19,571

6 T 0 0 0 241 0 0 4,392 281,137 11,528 1,800 0 6,490

Nosema Trypanosomes
Colony Trt

CBPV DWVA IAPV LSV
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Table 1.5 Pathogen levels presented in genome equivalents from queens at the conclusion of 

the experiment. T and C are used to indicate treatment groups for developmental rearing 

environment. DWVA- deformed wing virus A. The following pathogens were screened for but 

not detected: Israeli acute paralysis virus, Lake Sinai virus, Trypanosomes, Acute bee paralysis 

virus, Deformed wing virus B, Black queen cell virus, and Chronic bee paralysis virus. Universal 

primers were used to detect Nosema and Trypanosomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Queen 
Pollen 

treatment 

Wax 

Treatment 
DWVA Nosema 

1 C T 0 0 

2 C T 323,105 0 

3 C C 0 0 

4 C C 331,534 0 

5 C T 0 0 

6 C T 98,809.6 0 

7 C C 0 0 

8 C C 170,835 0 

9 C C 0 0 

10 C C 0 0 

11 C T 153.685 0 

12 C T 0 0 

13 C T 0 0 

14 C C 140,634 0 

15 T C 1,376.16 89.3982 

16 T T 829.866 0 

17 T T 0 0 

18 T T 163,962 0 
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Figure 1.1 Graphical process diagram depicting experimental methods and sample sizes at different assessment stages.
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Figure 1.2 Emergence survival (A) and percent cell construction (B) for queens reared in 

wax and pollen treatment environments **P<0.0001. Sample sizes for each respective treatment 

are shown inside each bar. 
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Figure 1.3 Observed mating number (A) and effective mating numbers (B) for queens reared 

in treated (n=11 queens) and control (n=12 queens) colonies. 
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Figure 1.4 A comparison between queens reared different wax cups and colonies, *P<0.05. 

Mated queens are those which were sampled following the initiation of egg laying (A-B) 

(Control, n= 18. Treated n=17). Laying queens were those sampled at the end of the colony 

growth period (C-D) (Control, n= 14. Treated n=4).  
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Figure 1.5 A comparison of cumulative brood area (A) and brood viability (B) between 

colonies headed by queens reared in colonies administered control or treated pollen supplements, 

*P<0.05. The number of observations for each is shown inside each plot. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Colony-level pesticide exposure affects honey bee (Apis mellifera L.) royal jelly nutritional 

composition 

 (This work has been submitted for publication: Milone, JP.,Chakrabarti, P.,Sagili, RR., Tarpy 

DR. Colony-level pesticide exposure affects honey bee (Apis mellifera L.) royal jelly nutritional 

composition) 

 

ABSTRACT 

Honey bees provision glandular secretions in the form of royal jelly as larval nourishment 

to developing queens. Exposure to chemicals and nutritional conditions can influence queen 

development and thus impact colony fitness. Previous research reports that royal jelly remains 

pesticide-free during colony-level exposure and that chemical residues are buffered by the nurse 

bees. However, the impacts of pesticides can also manifest in quality and quantity of royal jelly 

produced by nurse bees. Here, we tested how colony exposure to a multi-pesticide pollen 

treatment influences the amount of royal jelly provisioned per queen and the additional impacts 

on royal jelly nutritional quality. We observed differences in the metabolome, proteome, and 

phytosterol compositions of royal jelly synthesized by nurse bees from multi-pesticide exposed 

colonies, including significant reductions of key nutrients such as 24-methylenecholesterol, 

major royal jelly proteins, and 10-hydroxy-2-decenoic acid. Additionally, quantity of royal jelly 

provisioned per queen was lower in colonies exposed to pesticides, but this effect was colony-

dependent. The pesticide treatment had a greater impact on royal jelly nutritional composition 

than the weight of royal jelly provisioned per queen cell. These novel findings highlight the 

indirect effects of pesticide exposure on queen developmental nutrition and allude to social 

consequences of nurse bee glandular degeneration. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Stressful conditions during early life stages are critical for determining health and disease 

susceptibility long after development (Gluckman et al., 2008). In humans, chemical exposures 

and malnutrition in-utero can lead to physiological disorders and diseases later in life (Gluckman 

et al., 2008; Schug et al., 2012). Similarly, honey bee colonies can experience nutritional 

limitations and exposure to pesticides while providing pollination services in agricultural 

landscapes (VanEngelsdorp & Meixner, 2010). Additionally, miticides applied by beekeepers to 

control the ectoparasitic varroa mite (Varroa destructor) are frequently detected within hive 

matrices such as stored pollen and beeswax and can be retained over long periods at high 

concentrations (Traynor et al., 2016). Characterizing how in-hive chemical exposures and 

nutritional status shape developmental conditions within a colony is especially important for 

reproductive castes, such as with queens, where individual health outcomes directly contribute to 

overall colony phenotype. 

Queens are typically the sole reproductive female in a colony and the loss of a queen 

often precedes colony death (VanEngelsdorp et al., 2013). It has been reported that colonies with 

elevated pesticide risk (hazard quotient, or HQ (Stoner & Eitzer, 2013)) in the wax have an 

increased incidence of queen loss and replacement (Traynor et al., 2016) and the chronic 

exposure of a colony to neonicotinoid treated pollen can increase queen supersedure (Sandrock 

et al., 2014). Queen failure is a constant challenge faced by commercial beekeepers globally 

(Gray et al., 2019; Kulhanek et al., 2017), and presently most existing research exploring the 

impacts of stress in honey bees have tested workers (Benuszak et al., 2017). The mechanism by 

which colony-level pesticide stress alters queen development remains poorly understood. 
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The profound relationship between the environment and phenotypic plasticity are especially 

apparent in polymorphic eusocial insect societies such as honey bee colonies, where nutritional 

conditions during development are critical for caste determination (Smith et al., 2008). In honey 

bees, differential feeding of the female diploid larvae with an enriched diet triggers an epigenetic 

cascade leading to the diversion of worker-destined larvae towards queen development (Buttstedt 

et al., 2016; Kucharski et al., 2008). Following a 3-day period of larval development, where both 

worker and queen larvae are fed royal jelly (RJ), worker larvae are then fed a combination of 

worker jelly, pollen, and honey, whereas queen larvae continue to receive copious amounts of RJ 

from nurse bees (Haydak, 1943). RJ is a nutrient rich secretion consisting of proteins, 

carbohydrates, and lipids (listed by proportion of dry weight)(Sabatini et al., 2009). Moreover, 

phytosterols are key lipid component of RJ; as all insects are sterol auxotrophs and must acquire 

phytosterols through food resources (Clark & Bloch, 1959). In honey bees, phytosterols are 

important for molting hormone production, stability of the insect cellular membrane and other 

vital physiological processes (Behmer & Nes, 2003; Carvalho et al., 2010). Additionally, other 

metabolites, amino acids, lipids, and phytochemicals have been shown to improve honey bee 

nutrition (Bernklau et al., 2019; Mao et al., 2017) and may have additional contributions to the 

antimicrobial properties (Blum et al., 1959) and the epigenetic effects of RJ (Wang et al., 2014). 

Cooperative brood care is a key aspect of honeybee eusociality where nurse bees feed glandular 

secretions to growing larvae in the form of worker jelly and RJ (Crailsheim et al., 1992; Knecht 

& Kaatz, 1990; Svoboda et al., 1982). 

During RJ synthesis, nurse bees consume protein-rich bee bread in order to activate their 

brood food glands (Crailsheim et al., 1992). The potential for pesticide transfer to developing 

queen larvae through the RJ synthesized by nurse bees is minimal; the United States 
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Environmental Protection Agency’s risk assessment guidelines indicate that pesticide exposure is 

about 100 times less in RJ relative to pollen and nectar (EPA, 2014). Various studies measuring 

the transfer of xenobiotics, including pesticides, from pollen into RJ support this conclusion and 

have found that xenobiotics are almost entirely buffered by nurse bees (Böhme et al., 2017; De 

Grandi-Hoffman, 2013; Dively et al., 2015; Johnson & Percel, 2013; Lucchetti et al., 2018). 

Despite minimal pesticide residue detections within RJ, colony level exposure to contaminated 

pollen still appears to impact queen development and influence their survival and reproductive 

health (De Grandi-Hoffman et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2015); therefore, pesticides are likely 

affecting developing queens indirectly. 

Previous research reported the deleterious impacts of pesticide exposure on nurse bee 

secretory glands (hypopharyngeal and mandibular glands), and demonstrated reductions in 

mandibular gland cell height (Zaluski et al., 2017) and altered hypopharyngeal gland (HPG) 

physiology (Alaux et al., 2010; Berenbaum, 2019; Böhme et al., 2016; Faita et al., 2018; Hatjina 

et al., 2013; Renzi et al., 2016; Zaluski et al., 2017). The HPGs of nurse bees, which are 

responsible for producing much of the protein found in RJ, are closely linked to the production 

of major RJ proteins (MRJPs)(Fujita et al., 2013). MRJPs comprise the majority of the protein 

content in both worker jelly and RJ and are nutritionally important for growing larvae (Albert et 

al., 1999; Schmitzova et al., 1998). The lipid fraction of RJ is synthesized by the mandibular 

glands of nurse bees (Winston, 1987) and consists largely of organic fatty acids, primarily 10-

hydroxy-2-decenoic acid (10-HDA)(Lercker et al., 1982). 

In the present study, we hypothesize that oral exposure to pesticides frequently detected 

within commercial colonies can influence RJ production. First, we compared the amount of RJ 

provisioned to developing queens in order to determine if our pesticide treatment influenced the 
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quantity of RJ produced by nurse bees. Second, we examined how RJ nutritional composition 

was altered following pesticide exposure using phytosterol, metabolome, and proteome analyses. 

Third, by pooling RJ samples via the amount provisioned per queen we were able to test the 

relationship between the quantity and quality of RJ fed to queen larvae. Fourth, we screened RJ 

for pesticide residues to confirm minimal transference from contaminated pollen resources. 

 

METHODS 

Treatment and pollen supplement 

A mixture consisting of nine pesticides – atrazine, azoxystrobin, carbaryl, chlorothalonil, 

chlorpyriphos, coumaphos, fenpropathrin, fluvalinate, and pendimethalin– was selected for use 

as a treatment to simulate multi-pesticide contamination in pollen (Table 2.2) The treatment 

mixture was chosen based on residue data from a U.S. nationwide pesticide screening of 

commercial colonies and consisted of previously detected herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides 

with target concentrations based on those detected in beebread (Traynor et al., 2016). In total, 

two miticides, two fungicides, two herbicides, and three insecticides were serially diluted in 

acetone to match previously reported detected concentrations for each compound (Table 2.2). All 

pesticides were purchased as technical material having ≥ 95% purity (Sigma Aldrich Inc., St. 

Louis, MO and Chem Service Inc., West Chester, PA). Wildflower pollen (Glorybee Foods Inc., 

Eugene, OR) was crushed using a laboratory blender until fine and then mixed into a pollen 

supplement consisting of pollen, granulated sucrose, and water (43:43:14 w/w/w). Acetone was 

used as the solvent for pesticide dilutions and comprised 1.5% of the final diet (by weight). 

Treated pollen received the pesticide mixture, while control pollen did not receive any added 

chemical treatment other than an equal volume of acetone. All components were thoroughly 
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mixed in a 40 Qt (37.8L) stainless steel bowl using an electric hand mixer (Model 62633R, 

Hamilton Beach, Glenn Allen, VA) and 40 g portions were placed on individual wax paper 

sheets and sealed in plastic bags at -20°C (Whirlpool, Benton Harbor, MI) until use. Samples of 

control and treated pollen supplements were sent to the Agriculture and Food Laboratory at the 

University of Guelph (Ontario, Canada) and three grams of pooled RJ sample from each 

experimental colony were sent to the USDA-AMS National Science Laboratory (Gastonia, NC) 

for pesticide residue screening. A Hazard Quotient (HQ)(Stoner & Eitzer, 2013) was used to 

compare species-specific toxicity from multiple pesticides by dividing the residue detection 

(ppb) of each compound by its respective oral adult worker LD50 and summing each pesticide’s 

HQ value in order to generate an HQtotal (HQ values are presented in Table 2.3 and 2.4). For the 

compounds, which were detected in trace amounts, the limit of detection was used to estimate a 

worst-case HQ from the pesticide. Due to limited queen toxicological data, each pesticide’s HQ 

was calculated using worker LD50 values and was considered relevant for interpreting the general 

honey bee toxicity to a pesticide mixture. 

 

Colony management and pesticide exposure 

During spring 2018, six single deep standard Langstroth colonies containing similar 

amounts of adult worker bees (following a visual inspection) were fitted with pollen traps to 

encourage consumption of pollen supplement. Three colonies were continually fed with pesticide 

treated pollen and the remaining three colonies received untreated pollen (controls). The pollen 

patties were placed on the top bars of each colony and consumption was recorded daily for 46 

days prior to and during the collection of RJ. This exposure timeframe was selected because it 

encompasses 2 brood cycles and ensured that nurse bees were reared while exposed to the pollen 
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treatment. All the colonies were regularly inspected and managed according to standard 

practices. Equal amounts of sugar water were provided to all the colonies following grafting to 

encourage queen rearing. 

 

Royal jelly collection 

RJ collection was done at the Lake Wheeler Honey Bee Research Facility (Raleigh, NC) 

using naturally mated Apis mellifera L. stock. In order to facilitate RJ production, each colony 

was modified into swarm boxes according to (Laidlaw and Page, 1997) a day prior to grafting for 

queen rearing. During grafting, one day old worker larvae were removed from a single source 

colony following the Doolittle method (Laidlaw and Page, 1997) and placed into 60 plastic 

queen cups (JZ BZ Honey Company, Santa Cruse, CA) and introduced to each colony. 

Approximately 68 hours after grafting, all drawn queen cells were counted and removed for 

weighing and sampling. In total, three rounds of grafting were performed consecutively and each 

colony was inspected between grafts to remove any naturally produced queen cells. The RJ from 

all colonies was harvested during at least two grafting rounds. In order to ensure adequate 

material for nutritional analyses, a third grafting round was performed in three colonies (one 

treated and two control), which had low acceptance during the second grafting round. 

 

Queen cell production and royal jelly weight measurements 

The number of cells produced by each colony during each grafting round (grafting 

protocol in supplementary methods) was recorded and each individual queen cell was carefully 

removed and weighed in its entirety using a Mettler Toledo AB104-S analytical balance 

(Columbus, OH) and then reweighed following the removal of the queen larvae using forceps. 
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The difference in cell mass with and without larva was used to determine larval mass. Each cell 

then had all of its RJ carefully removed using a metal scoopula and placed into individually 

labeled vials. Each empty cell was reweighed and then subtracted from its mass without a larva 

to determine the mass of RJ contained within a given cell. All utensils were alcohol and flame 

sterilized between cells. Collected larvae and RJ samples were immediately placed on dry ice 

and stored at -80 °C freezer (Sanyo Electric Co., Osaka, Japan). 

 

Royal jelly sample pooling for nutritional analysis 

Pooling of RJ was performed to ensure adequate sample material for analysis. In order to 

investigate the nutritional variation among cells containing differing amounts of RJ, cells were 

pooled from each colony based on how much RJ they contained. Percentiles were generated 

using the distribution of RJ weights for each colony respectively and each cell was classified by 

percentile as heavy (≥70th), medium (≤70th≥30th) or light (≤30th). The RJ from three cells of a 

similar percentile were pooled for a given colony and analyzed for every grafting round and 

every weight class. Treated colonies produced 38, 64, and 69 total cells across all three rounds 

while control colonies produced a total of 44, 47, and 74 queen cells. In total 33 pooled samples 

were analyzed for each of the following —phytosterol quantification, untargeted metabolomics, 

and proteomics. 

 

Targeted analysis of phytosterols present in royal jelly 

The phytosterol analyses was performed based on previously established methods 

(Chakrabarti et al., 2019). 
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Sample preparation for sterol analysis 

Twenty milligrams of each sample were homogenized in one milliliter of buffer 

(methylene chloride, isopropanol, and methanol 25:10:65 v/v/v; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Grand 

Island, USA), using a Precellys 24 tissue homogenizer (Bertin Instruments, Rockville, USA) at 

6000 rpm for three cycles of 30 seconds cycle-1, centrifuged in an Eppendorf centrifuge (5430R, 

Eppendorf, USA) at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C and the supernatant collected in HPLC 

sample vials (MicroSolv Technology Corporation, Leland, USA). Mass spectrometry grade 

analytical standards were purchased from Avanti (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, USA) and TCI 

America (TCI America, Portland, USA). Mass spectrometry grade analytical standards for Δ5-

avenasterol, desmosterol, 24-methylenecholesterol, campesterol, and brassicasterol were 

purchased from Avanti (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, USA). β-sitosterol and stigmasterol 

standards were purchased from TCI America (TCI America, Portland, USA). Three deuterated 

internal sterol standards (desmosterol-d6, sitosterol-d7 and cholesterol-d7) were also purchased 

from Avanti (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, USA). Sterol data was analyzed using Analyst™ 

TF 1.7.1 (AB SCIEX, Foster City, USA) and MultiQuant™ 3.0.2 (AB SCIEX, Foster City, 

USA). Mean values for sterol concentrations are reported in ppm with standard errors for means.  

 

Liquid Chromatography Multiple Reaction Monitoring (LC-MRM) analysis of sterols 

Sterol profiles were analyzed using Liquid Chromatography-Atmospheric Pressure 

Chemical Ionization-Multiple Reaction Monitoring (LC-APCI-MRM) methods. An isocratic 

gradient, using an Agilent Poroshell 120 EC-C18 column (3 mm x 100 mm, 2.7 µm; Agilent, 

Santa Clara, USA), coupled to an Applied Biosystem 4000 Qtrap mass spectrometer (AB 

SCIEX, Foster City, USA), helped separate the targeted sterols in a positive ionization mode.  
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Untargeted metabolomics of royal jelly 

Mass spectrometry based untargeted analysis of metabolites was done as methods 

previously reported (Chakrabarti et al., 2016). 

 

Sample preparation for metabolomics analysis 

Fifty milligrams of each sample were homogenized in 0.5 mL buffer (methanol:water 

80:20, v/v; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Grand Island, USA) using a Precellys 24 tissue 

homogenizer (Bertin Instruments, Rockville, USA) at 6000 rpm for three cycles at 30 seconds 

cycle-1. After incubation for one hour at -20°C, the homogenized samples were centrifuged at 

14,000 rpm for five minutes at 4 °C. Next, 400 µL of the supernatant was collected, evaporated 

to dryness (CentriVap, Labconco, Kansas City, USA) and reconstituted in 200 µL of acetonitrile 

and water (1:1 v/v). 

 

Mass spectrometry of metabolites and analyses 

Metabolomics experiments were performed using a Nexera LC30 UPLC (Shimadzu, Columbia, 

USA) coupled to a quadrupole-time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TripleTOF 5600, AB SCIEX, 

Foster City, USA). Metabolites were separated using an Inertsil Phenyl-3 stationary phase 

column (150 mm x 4.6 mm, 5 µm; GL Sciences, Washington D.C., USA). Solvent A was 0.1% 

formic acid in pure water and solvent B was 0.1% formic acid in pure methanol. Tentative 

identification of metabolites was performed by in-house library based on IROA’s Mass 

Spectrometry Metabolite Library of Standards (IROA Technologies, Boston, USA) and further 

putative metabolite assignments by Progenesis QI software (Nonlinear Dynamics, Durham, 

USA) with METLIN™ MS/MS spectral library plugin. All data were log transformed and the 
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transformed data were analyzed using MetaboAnalyst v4.0(Chakrabarti, Morré, et al., 2019; 

Chong et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2018).  

 

Proteome analysis of royal jelly 

Proteomic sample preparations and analyses were performed using previously established 

protocols (Troyer et al., 2017). 

 

Sample preparation for proteomics analysis 

RJ samples were homogenized in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer having 0.04% 

ProteaseMax reagent (Promega, USA) using a Tissue Lyser II (Qiagen, USA; two rounds of 1.5 

min at 30 oscillations sec-1). Homogenized samples were centrifuged at 20,000 g for 30 minutes 

at 4 °C (Eppendorf model 5430R, Eppendorf, USA) and a BCA assay (Pierce Biotech BCA 

Assay Kit, Thermo Scientific, USA) was used to quantify protein concentrations of the 

supernatants. Nano LC-MS was performed next on the supernatants. 

 

Mass spectrometry and analyses 

Protein samples were digested by mass-spectrometry grade trypsin (Promega, USA). 

Peptide samples were separated in a Waters nanoAcquity UPLC Peptide BEH C18 column (100 

µm × 100 mm, 1.7 µm) (Waters, USA) using an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos system having Nano 

ESI source (Thermo Scientific, USA) over a 120-min gradient at a flow rate of 500 nl min-1. The 

spray voltage and the ion transfer tube temperature were 2400 V and 300 °C respectively. The 

automatic gain control target was set to 4.0 x 105 and 4.0 x 104 for precursor ions and product 
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ions respectively. The mass tolerances values were set at ±10 ppm and 0.6 Da for precursor ions 

and fragment ions respectively. 

MS data were collected in the Orbitrap analyzer at 120 K resolution (m/z 200) under the 

positive ion mode. MS/MS spectra were recorded in the linear trap quadrupole analyzer under 

collision induced dissociation (CID) fragmentation mode with top speed method. A maximum of 

two missed cleavage sites were allowed. Only proteins with high confidence having an overall 

FDR < 1% were considered for analyses. All raw data files from mass spectrometry sample runs 

were analyzed by Thermo ScientificTM Proteome DiscovererTM 2.2 software (Thermo Scientific, 

USA) and searched using Sequest HT engine against Uniprot Apis mellifera L. protein database 

to identify proteins. The datasets were also analyzed by MetaboAnalyst v4.0 for heat maps, 

principal component analysis (PCA) plots and multiple testing using SAM feature with FDR ≤ 

0.05 based on Benjamini and Hochberg corrections (Diz et al., 2011). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Testing of pollen supplement consumption, RJ quantity, and queen larvae mass were 

made using linear mixed model analysis (JMP Pro 14 Cary, NC). Shapiro-Wilk test was 

conducted to test for normality of the phytosterol concentrations and log transformed relative 

abundances of selected metabolites and proteins. When comparing pollen patty consumption, 

colony was modeled as a random effect nested under pesticide treatment and included treatment, 

day, and their interaction as fixed effects. To model differences in larval mass and RJ quantity, 

colony was modeled as a random effect nested under pesticide treatment and included treatment, 

grafting round, and their interaction as fixed effects. Sterol concentration data was analyzed 

using R version 3.3.3 and comparisons between two groups were performed by Mann-Whitney-
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Wilcoxon Test and Welch Two Sample t-test based on data normality. Comparisons between 

multiple groups were done with ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test 

(parametric) and Kruskal-Wallis post hoc Dunn test with Bonferroni corrections (non-

parametric).  

 

RESULTS 

Pesticide residues in pollen and royal jelly 

To measure pesticide exposures prior to and during RJ collection, both pollen supplement 

treatments were screened. Thirteen contaminants were found in the untreated pollen supplement 

with HQTotal = 466 (Table 2.3). All nine pesticides used in the experimental pesticide-treatment 

mixture were detected in the treated pollen supplement along with an additional 10 contaminants 

(HQTotal  = 3,848; Table 2.3). During the 46 days prior to RJ harvesting, there were 3 days where 

the pollen supplement was not replaced in experimental colonies because of inclement weather. 

Consumption of the pollen supplement did not vary statistically between the two treatments over 

the total feeding period (F(1,4) = 3.78, p = 0.12), but the effect of day (F(1,325.1) = 87.0, p < 0.0001) 

and the interaction between day and treatment (F(1,325.1) = 49.6, p < 0.0001) was significant. RJ 

samples from each colony were found to contain between two and four pesticides per sample 

(Table 2.4). Aside from the presence of the organic miticide thymol, RJ pesticide residues were 

detected at low concentrations (≤ 7ppb) and the average HQTotal was 6.7 and 2.2 for colonies fed 

treated and untreated pollen respectively. 
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Royal jelly quantity and larval mass  

During three rounds of grafting, 329 uncapped queen cells were weighed in order to 

compare RJ production and larval weights from the six experimental colonies. Despite a large 

mean difference in the average amount of RJ per cell between treatment groups (Average ±SE: 

283±6.2 mg and 198±6.6 mg for control and treated colonies respectively), no statistical 

difference was found between treatment groups (Fixed Effects Test, F1,4 = 1.53, p = 0.28) (Fig. 

1). Grafting round was found to have a significant effect on RJ production (F(2,320.2) = 8.05, p 

<0.0004) and during the second grafting round, the colonies produced lower amounts of RJ 

relative to the other grafting rounds (Tukeys HSD). A total number of 327 cells contained queen 

larvae and larval weight was not significantly different between treatment groups (F(1,3.5) = 0.02, 

p = 0.90). Grafting round was found to impact larval weights (F(2,207.5) = 5.33, p < 0.01) with 

larvae from grafting round two were lighter relative to the first grafting round (Tukeys HSD). 

 

Targeted analysis of phytosterols in royal jelly 

Phytosterol concentrations of RJ distinctly clustered between the control and treatment 

groups (Fig. 2.2A) and were significantly different for the following sterols: campesterol (Welch 

Two Sample t-test; t = 3.59, df = 29.235, p < 0.05), stigmasterol (Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test; 

W = 239, p < 0.001), 24-methylenecholesterol (t = 2.3773, df = 27.411, p < 0.05) and Δ5-

avenasterol (t = 3.0948, df = 29.95, p < 0.05). Brassicasterol concentrations detected in RJ were 

not significantly different between control and treatment groups (W = 146, p = 0.74).  

When comparing the treatment and control groups based on produced RJ cell weight classes, no 

significant differences were found for campesterol (ANOVA; F(5,26) = 2.30, p = 0.07), 

stigmasterol (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 31, df = 31, p = 0.47), 24-methylenecholesterol 
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(Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 31, df = 31, p = 0.47), brassicasterol (F(5,26) = 2.06, p = 0.102), or 

Δ5-avenasterol (F(5,26) = 2.51, p = 0.06). The mean concentrations of all sterols across the 

different weight classes are provided in Table 2.1. Desmosterol and β-sitosterol were only 

present in the control-heavy groups. Thus, PCA cluster for the control-heavy RJ samples were 

distinct, whereas all other groups clustered closely together (Fig. 2.2B). Thus, RJ weights for the 

control-heavy RJ samples were distinct, whereas all other groups clustered closely together 

exhibiting an almost linear pattern (Fig. 2.2b).  Heat maps for phytosterol concentrations showed 

a similar pattern, with RJ samples clustered based on experimental treatments rather than weight 

classes (Fig. 2.5A and B). 

 

Untargeted metabolomics of royal jelly  

Similar to phytosterols, the metabolites were also found to be significantly different in 

royal jelly samples from the treatment groups, when compared with the controls. Such 

differences were largely driven by the treatment exposure, rather than the cell-weight classes. 

Untargeted metabolome analysis tentatively detected 279 metabolites across all sample types. 

PCA plots revealed that the detected metabolites clustered separately (based on their relative 

abundances) between treatment and control groups (Fig. 2.3A). No distinction was observed 

between cell weight classes (Fig. 2.3B and Fig. 2.2A and B). 

Important metabolites tentatively identified included the flavonoid kaempferol, the fatty acid 10-

HAD and seven essential amino acids were also detected: arginine, phenylalanine, valine, 

tryptophan, histidine, threonine, and leucine. No significant differences were observed in the 

relative abundances of metabolites when compared between the treatment and control groups, 

except for 10-HDA (W = 225, p < 0.01), arginine (t = -2.7162, df = 31.0, p < 0.05), and histidine 
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(W = 228.5, p < 0.01). When comparing treatment groups based on the cell weight classes, 

arginine was the only amino acid that significantly differed (F(5,27) = 4.46, p < 0.05). 

After correcting for multiple testing, 197 metabolites were found to be significantly 

different when comparing the treatment groups (control and pesticide treatments), but only 137 

metabolites were found to be significantly different when we controlled for cell weight class. 

The key metabolite 10-HDA remained significantly different between the treatment and control 

groups, even after multiple testing.  

 

Proteome profiles of royal jelly 

As observed before, significant differences in the relative protein abundances in royal 

jelly from treatment groups were largely due to the exposure effect, not for the cell-weight class. 

Proteomic analysis revealed 80 proteins across all the sample types. Of these, 50 proteins remain 

uncharacterized and were not homologous to any proteins in the Uniprot Apis mellifera L. 

protein database and their functions cannot be predicted. However, of the other 30 proteins, the 

important proteins of interest were major RJ proteins, glucose oxidase, defensin-1, alpha 

amylases, and apisimin (among others). PCA plots revealed a clear segregation of the protein 

groups based on treatments and controls, regardless of weight classes (Fig. 2.4A and B), where 

distinctive separate clusters were observed for controls and treatments, irrespective of cell 

weights. Three notable proteins exhibited significant differences in their relative abundances 

between control and treatment groups: MRJP1 (Mann-Whitney; U = 66, p < 0.05), glucose 

oxidase (U = 68, p < 0.05) and defensin-1 (U = 0, p < 0.001). Six other major RJ proteins were 

identified, which were significantly different between the treatment groups: MRJP2 (U = 62.50, 

p < 0.05), MRJP3 (U = 52.50, p < 0.05), MRJP4 (U = 66.50, p < 0.05), MRJP5 (U = 67.50, p < 
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0.05), MRJP6 (U = 34.50, p < 0.001) and MRJP7 (U = 64.50, p < 0.05). The seventh major RJ 

protein identified was MRJP9 and its mean relative abundance did not significantly differ 

between groups (U = 100, p = 0.19). Fig. 2.8A shows the fold changes in the treatment RJ 

samples in comparison to the controls for MRJPs 1-7, MRJP9, glucose oxidase and defensin-1. 

Supplementary Fig. 2.8B depicts the fold changes for all identified proteins in the treatment 

groups, relative to the controls.  

Multiple testing (SAM) revealed 61 proteins to be significantly different from each other, 

based on control and treatment groups. When multiple testing was performed based on treatment 

and control group cell weight classes, only 56 proteins were significantly different. MRJP1 was 

found to be significantly different for both multiple testing, with controls exhibiting higher 

MRJP1 than the treatment groups. Similarly, based on the SAM results, only the following 

MRJPs were significantly different: MRJP2, MRJP3, MRJP4, MRJP6, and MRJP7. 

 

Combination analyses of the phytosterols and proteome  

Relative mean abundances of MRJP1, as detected in RJ samples across control and 

treatment groups, were found to be significantly correlated with their respective 24-

methylenecholesterol concentrations (Pearson r = 0.8822, R2 = 0.7782, p < 0.001). 

 

DISCUSSION 

This study provides novel insights into the effects of pesticides on both quality and 

quantity of RJ produced by honey bees, which is crucial for the development of queens. Few 

pesticides were found in RJ and all residues were detected at low concentrations and are 

presumed to pose minimal pesticide hazard. These findings supports prior research reporting 
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very low pesticide transference from pollen into RJ (Böhme et al., 2017; De Grandi-Hoffman, 

2013; Dively et al., 2015; Johnson & Percel, 2013; Lucchetti et al., 2018). In contrast, our treated 

pollen supplement contained 19 different compounds with an HQtotal of 3,848. RJ samples from 

colonies fed treated pollen contained ≤4 different pesticides with a maximum HQtotal of 7.1 

(Table 2.4). Honey bee brood food glands are isolated from much of the digestive tract and as a 

result limit pesticide transfer into RJ (Davis & Shuel, 1988). Regardless, the impacts of chemical 

exposure can inflict harm to nurse bee brood food glands and influence the RJ fed to developing 

queens. 

When comparing the amount of RJ provisioned to each developing queen between 

treatments (Fig. 2.1), we found a large mean difference (average of 283±6.2 mg and 198±6.6 mg 

per cell for control and treated colonies, respectively). However, these differences were found to 

be non-significant when including the colony variation as a random effect. These findings are in 

line with those of a previous study (Faita et al., 2018), which observed a similar reduction in 

average RJ mass in colonies receiving pollen containing herbicide when compared to controls.  

In addition to genetic variation, worker demographics may contribute to a colony’s RJ 

production capacity. For example, larger colonies with a higher number of nurse bees may be 

able to limit the effects of individual glandular degeneration by sharing the burden of RJ 

provisioning across more individual nurses. Future research employing larger colony level 

replication should be undertaken to specifically investigate the influence of colony demographics 

and genetic stock on RJ production when colonies are exposed to pesticides. Additionally, RJ is 

mass-provisioned by nurse bees and a portion of RJ typically remains uneaten by developing 

queens (Laidlaw & Eckert, 1962) and this could minimize any functional impacts of reduced RJ 

provisioning. 
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Our observations along with a strong body of evidence demonstrating pesticide induced 

glandular degeneration (Berenbaum, 2019; Böhme et al., 2016; Faita et al., 2018; Hatjina et al., 

2013; Renzi et al., 2016; Zaluski et al., 2017), suggests that pesticides can likely have a 

quantitative effect on the amount of RJ produced by a colony. However, the impacts of 

pesticides on the quantity of RJ produced by a colony likely depends on a multitude of colony 

factors and reductions in RJ provisioning may be overcome by mass-provisioning of RJ by the 

nurse bees. 

Colonies exposed to treated pollen supplements had different nutritional profiles 

compared to control colonies, indicating a strong qualitative impact on the RJ synthesized by 

pesticide exposed nurse bees. These nutritional differences did not vary significantly across 

grafting rounds or between colonies within a treatment. When exploring the interactions between 

the amount of RJ and nutritional contents (by pooling RJ from cells containing similar weights), 

we observed that the nutritional differences were largely driven by our pollen treatment rather 

than by RJ weight, as indicated by the PCA segregations.  

We found significantly lower amounts of phytosterols in RJ produced by colonies 

exposed to pesticides, including campesterol, stigmasterol, Δ5-avenasterol, and 24-

methylenecholesterol, relative to controls. Phytosterols are important micronutrients for honey 

bees and 24-methylenecholesterol has been found to be an important dietary component for 

brood rearing (Herbert & Shimanuki, 1980). Incorporating increased concentrations of 24-

methylenecholesterol into diets has been shown to bolster head protein contents and abdominal 

lipid contents (Chakrabarti et al., 2019). We observed significantly higher 24-

methylenecholesterol concentrations in RJ from control colonies. In addition, desmosterol and β-
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sitosterol were the only nutritional components that had a correlation with RJ weight (Figure 2.5; 

Table 2.1). 

10-HDA was found to be significantly higher in RJ samples from the control colonies 

(Fig. 2.7) when compared to pesticide treated colonies. The biomolecule 10-HDA has been 

found to be an antimicrobial (Blum et al., 1959) component of RJ and is a larval epigenetic 

modulator (W. X. Wang et al., 2014). Additionally, 10-HDA is being considered a potential RJ 

freshness marker and may even be used as an indicator of adulteration(Sabatini et al., 2009) of 

RJ. It has also been reported that worker jelly has lower levels of 10-HDA relative to RJ (Wang 

et al., 2016). Hence, with lower 10-HDA, RJ produced by pesticide exposed colonies may be 

more akin to the worker jelly. 

Furthermore, protein profiles of the RJ samples were also significantly different between 

the treatment groups (Fig. 2.4). As previously observed, segregations were again based on the 

treatment and not by cell weight classes, as evidenced by the PCA plots. Some important 

proteins were present in significantly higher relative abundances in the controls, such as MRJPs 

1-7, glucose oxidase, and defensin-1. MRJP1 is a key proteinaceous component of RJ and is 

secreted by nurse bee hypopharyngeal glands (Buttstedt et al., 2014). It has been suggested that 

MRJPs likely are important for rapid development and reproductive maturation of larvae 

(Drapeau et al., 2006). Recently, it has been reported that MRJP1 may be a sterol carrier with the 

16-molecule architecture of the MRJP1 oligomer being able to hold eight 24-

methylenecholesterol molecules (Tian et al., 2018). Our findings support the notion that MRJP1 

is a sterol carrier, and we report a significant correlation between MRJP1 and 24-

methylenecholesterol (Pearson r = 0.8822) with pesticide treated colonies having reductions of 

both compounds in the RJ they produced. These nutritional limitations resulting from pesticide 
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exposure could challenge developing larvae and may explain previous observations of reduced 

queen survivorship during development in pesticide exposed colonies (De Grandi-Hoffman et 

al., 2013). 

Glucose oxidase is another important RJ protein/enzyme exhibiting antimicrobial 

properties and is fed to the growing larvae as well as added to the honey stores to prevent 

microbial infections (Burgett, 1974). The significant decline of glucose oxidase in RJ from 

pesticide treated colonies (Fig. 2.8A) in our study indicates a potential for interaction between 

pesticides and susceptibility to bacterial infection through a reduction in anti-microbial activity. 

Alternatively, another important antimicrobial protein found in RJ, defensin-1 (Klaudiny et al., 

2012), was significantly higher in RJ sampled from the pesticide treatment groups. Glucose 

oxidase and defensin have been established as important factors for food sterility in honey bee 

brood food (López-uribe et al., 2017) and we observed an inverse relationship between these two 

anti-microbial peptides. This finding warrants further examination into how pesticide exposure 

may influences the anti-microbial properties of RJ and how this may impact developing queens. 

Developmental conditions during sensitive life stages can have a lasting effect on individual 

health outcomes and as the primary reproductive member of a colony queen fitness can have a 

direct influence on the colonies they later head. The impacts of colony stress on queen 

development represents a major knowledge gap in honeybee health and our study is the first to 

extensively investigate how colony-level pesticide exposure can influence queen developmental 

nutrition. Our work clearly demonstrates that colony-level oral exposure fundamentally alters the 

nutritional composition of RJ and can lead to reductions in the quantity of RJ produced by a 

colony. Our results indicate that many previously identified biomolecules important for queen 

development, including 10-HDA and MRJPS, can be reduced during colony-level pesticide 
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exposure and thus can pose a nutritional challenge to developing queens. Lastly, we used 

pesticide residue screenings to verify minimal transference of our treatment into RJ and report 

that the effects of developmental oral pesticide exposure on queens (De Grandi-Hoffman, 2013; 

Williams et al., 2015) are likely a result of indirect nutritional effects and not from direct 

pesticide exposure. How these differences may influence the glandular secretions remains 

integral to understanding the broader implications of the undirected effects of pesticides on 

honey bee nutrition and requires further examination in the future. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 2.1  Mean sterol concentrations (reported in mg 100 g-1) detected in royal jelly 

samples, across the treatment groups and cell weight classes (heavy, medium and light). ND 

indicates that the sterol was not detected in a particular group. 

 

 

 

 

Heavy Medium Light Heavy Medium Light

Campesterol
4.406±

0.43

4.478±0.

91

5.126±

1.03

3.105±

0.76

2.67±0.3

7

3.094±

0.65

Stigmasterol
0.977±

0.06

1.266±0.

07

1.347±

0.39

0.789±

0.16

0.626±0.

05

0.749±

0.12

24-

methylenechole

sterol

127.15

±9.82

130.21±2

6.73

133.19

±41.51

94.70±

12.89

91.577±

11.91

91.138

±28.09

Brassicasterol
0.883±

0.02

0.954±0.

02

1.101±

0.14

0.886±

0.03

0.922±0.

013

0.995±

0.04

δ5-avenasterol
9.778±

0.66

8.447±0.

52

7.457±

1.42

6.600±

1.15

6.432±0.

68

6.225±

0.90

Desmosterol
0.860±

0.15
ND ND ND ND ND

β-sitosterol
2.281±

0.14
ND ND ND ND ND

Phytosterols

Control  Treatment  
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Table 2.2   Target concentrations for pesticide-treated pollen and residue detections in parts per billion (ppb). ND indicates that a 

compound was not detected. Trace signifies that a compound was detected, but was below the limit of quantification. NI indicates that 

a compound was not included in the pollen residue screening.               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pesticides 

Target 

concentrations 

(ppb)   

Detections of pesticide residues (ppb) 

Treated 

pollen   

Control 

pollen   

Royal jelly 

from treated 

colonies 

(average)   

Royal jelly 

from control 

colonies 

(average)   

Compounds added 

to the treated 

pollen supplements 

Atrazine 37.3 31.0 ND ND ND 

Azoxystrobin 83.1 60.0 1.8 ND ND 

Carbaryl 364.0 380.0 ND ND ND 

Chlorothalonil 26,600.0 7,700.0 ND Trace  Trace  

Chlorpyrifos 33.4 33.0 ND ND ND 

Coumaphos 3,260.0 4,700.0 6.5 4.5 ND 

Fenpropathrin 24.6 25.0 ND ND ND 

Fluvalinate-tau 469.0 840.0 ND ND ND 

Pendimethalin 143.0 140.0 ND ND ND 

Detected 

contaminants 

Acetamiprid 

Not applicable 

3.3 2.6 ND ND 

Carbendazim 5.5 7.9 ND ND 

Difenoconazole 3.3 3.2 ND ND 

Dimethomorph 1.6 1.3 ND ND 

DMPF NI NI 4.25 5 

Imidacloprid 0.6 1.5 ND ND 

Metolachor ND ND ND Trace 

Profenophos 1.2 1 ND ND 

Propamocarb 0.7 0.6 ND ND 

Simazine 52.0 ND ND ND 

Thimethoxam 0.3 0.3 ND ND 

Thymol NI NI 79 301 

Triadimefon ND 2.6 ND ND 

Trifuralin 0.7 0.69 ND ND 
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Table 2.3   Pesticide residue detections in experimental pollen supplements and harvested 

royal jelly. Pesticide hazard quotients (HQ) calculated according to Stoner and Eitzer 2013 are 

included. LD50 values collected from:  The Pesticide Properties Database (PPDB) 

http://sitem.herts.ac.uk/aeru/ppdb/en/index.htm, Traynor et al. 2016, and Al Naggar et al. 2015.  

 

 

 

 

 

acetamiprid 14.53 n/a 2.6 0.179

azoxystrobin 25 n/a 1.8 0.072

carbendazim 756 n/a 7.9 0.010

coumaphos 5.93 n/a 6.5 1.096

difenoconazole 177 n/a 3.2 0.018

dimethomorph 32.4 n/a 1.3 0.040

imidacloprid 0.0037 n/a 1.5 405.4

profenophos 95 n/a 1 0.011

propamocarb 84 n/a 0.6 0.007

thimethoxam 0.005 n/a 0.3 60.00

triadimefon 25 n/a 2.6 0.104

Trifuralin 100 n/a 0.69 0.007

Total HQ 466.950

Pesticide LD50 (ug/bee)

Target 

concentration 

(ppb)

Residue 

detection 

(ppb)

HQ

Control Pollen Supplement

Fluvalinate-tau 4.32 469 840 194.4

Coumaphos 5.93 3260 4700 792.6

Chlorothalonil 40 26600 7700 192.5

Pendimethalin 101.2 143 140 1.4

Chlorpyrifos 0.25 33.4 33 132.0

Azoxystrobin 25 83.1 60 2.4

Fenpropathrin 0.05 24.6 25 500.0

Atrazine 100 37.3 31 0.310

Carbaryl 0.21 364 380 1809.5

acetamaprid 14.53 n/a 3.3 0.227

carbendazim 756 n/a 5.5 0.007

difenocaonazole 177 n/a 3.3 0.019

dimethomorph 32.4 n/a 1.6 0.049

imidacloprid 0.0037 n/a 0.6 162.2

profenophos 95 n/a 1.2 0.013

propamocarb 84 n/a 0.7 0.008

simazine 96.9 n/a 52 0.537

thiamethoxam 0.005 n/a 0.3 60.0

trifluralin 100 n/a 0.71 0.007

Total HQ 3848.171

HQ
Target 

concentration 

(ppb)

Pesticide
Residue 

detection 

(ppb)

LD50 (ug/bee)

Treated Pollen Supplement
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Table 2.4   Pesticide residue detections in harvested royal jelly. Pesticide hazard quotients 

(HQ) calculated according to Stoner and Eitzer 2013 are included. LD50 values collected from:  

The Pesticide Properties DataBase (PPDB) http://sitem.herts.ac.uk/aeru/ppdb/en/index.htm, 

Traynor et al. 2016, and Al Naggar et al. 2015.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DMPF 75.00 Trace (<1.5) 0.02

Chlorothalonil 40 Trace (<250) 6.25

Coumaphos 5.93 5 0.84317

Thymol 34

DMPF 75.00 7 0.09333

Chlorothalonil 40 Trace (<250) 6.25

Thymol 58

Chlorothalonil 40 Trace (<250) 6.25

Coumaphos 5.93 4 0.67454

Thymol 145

Chlorothalonil 40 Trace (<250) 6.25

Metolachor 126 Trace (<25) 0.19841

Thymol 103

DMPF 75.00 5 0.06667

Thymol 312

Metolachor 126 Trace (<25) 0.19841

Thymol 447
6 C

HQ 

Total

7.113

6.343

6.925

6.448

0.067

0.198

T

4 C

5 C

 Detection 

(ppb)
HQ

1 T

2 T

3

Colony Treatment Pesticide
LD50 

(ug/bee)

Royal Jelly Residues
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Figure 2.1  Royal jelly production for each colony. (A) Violin plot in the background 

compares the differences between pollen treatment groups. (B) Proportion of queen cell 

construction across the treatment groups for each grafting round. Due to ample royal jelly 

collection, only one treated colony was used during grafting round three. T indicates treatment 

group and C indicates control group. 
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Figure 2.2  Principal component analyses plots of phytosterols of royal jelly shown by (A) treatment and (B) cell weight classes. 

Cell weight classes are CH: Control heavy; CM: Control medium; CL: Control light; PH: Pesticide treatment heavy; PM: Pesticide 

treatment medium and PL: Pesticide treatment light. For the PCA plots: “g” followed by a digit indicates grafting round; “cc” 

indicates control colony; “tc” indicates treatment colony; the digit following “cc” and/or “tc” indicate colony number; “h”, “m” and 

“l” indicate heavy, medium and light cell weights. Thus, for example, “g1cc4h” indicates grafting round 1 control colony 4 heavy 

weight cell. 
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Figure 2.3  Principal component analyses plots of untargeted metabolomics studies of royal jelly by (A) treatment and (B) cell 

weight classes. Cell weight classes are CH: Control heavy; CM: Control medium; CL: Control light; PH: Pesticide treatment heavy; 

PM: Pesticide treatment medium and PL: Pesticide treatment light. “g” followed by a digit indicates grafting round; “cc” indicates 

control colony; “tc” indicates treatment colony; the digit following “cc” and/or “tc” indicate colony number; “h”, “m” and “l” indicate 

heavy, medium and light cell weights. Thus, for example, “g1cc4h” indicates grafting round 1 control colony 4 heavy weight cell.  
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Figure 2.4  Proteomic principal component analyses of royal jelly by (A) treatment and (B) cell weight classes. Cell weight classes 

are denoted as CH: Control heavy; CM: Control medium; CL: Control light; PH: Pesticide treatment heavy; PM: Pesticide treatment 

medium and PL: Pesticide treatment light. “G” followed by a digit indicates grafting round; “CC” indicates control colony; “TC” 

indicates treatment colony; the digit following “CC” and/or “TC” indicate colony number; “H”, “M” and “L” indicate heavy, medium 

and light cell weights. Thus, for example, “G1CC4H” indicates grafting round 1 control colony 4 heavy weight cell. 
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Figure 2.5  Phytosterol concentrations, as observed across the royal jelly samples, are based 

on (A) treatment group and (B) cell weight classes. Cell weight classes are CH: Control heavy; 

CM: Control medium; CL: Control light; PH: Pesticide treatment heavy; PM: Pesticide treatment 

medium and PL: Pesticide treatment light. For the PCA plots: “g” followed by a digit indicates 

grafting round; “cc” indicates control colony; “tc” indicates treatment colony; the digit following 

“cc” and/or “tc” indicate colony number; “h”, “m” and “l” indicate heavy, medium and light cell 

weights. Thus, for example, “g1cc4h” indicates grafting round 1 control colony 4 heavy weight 

cell. 
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Figure 2.6  Heat maps for the relative concentrations of the metabolites, as observed across the royal jelly samples, are based on 

(A) treatment group and (B) cell weight classes. Cell weight classes are CH: Control heavy; CM: Control medium; CL: Control light; 

PH: Pesticide treatment heavy; PM: Pesticide treatment medium and PL: Pesticide treatment light. “g” followed by a digit indicates 

grafting round; “cc” indicates control colony; “tc” indicates treatment colony; the digit following “cc” and/or “tc” indicate colony 

number; “h”, “m” and “l” indicate heavy, medium and light cell weights. Thus, for example, “g1cc4h” indicates grafting round 1 

control colony 4 heavy weight cell. 
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Figure 2.7  Mean relative abundances (log transformed) of nine important metabolites 

detected in the royal jelly samples across the treatment groups. Error bars indicate SEM. * and 

** indicate statistical significance of the means at p < 0.05 and p < 0.001 respectively. 
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Figure 2.8 (A) Fold changes, to indicate differential mean relative abundances of ten 

important proteins identified across the treatment and control groups, * and ** indicate statistical 

significance of the means at p < 0.05 and p < 0.001 respectively. (B) Proteins meeting 1.5 fold-

change analysis threshold. The pink circles represent proteins above the threshold. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Differences in larval pesticide tolerance and esterase activity across honey bee (Apis 

mellifera) stocks 

(This work has been submitted for publication: Milone, JP., Rinkevich, FD., McAfee, A., Foster, 

LJ., Tarpy, DR. Differences in larval pesticide tolerance and esterase activity across honey bee 

(Apis mellifera) stocks) 

 

ABSTRACT 

Honey bee populations in North America are an amalgamation of diverse progenitor 

ecotypes experiencing varying levels of artificial selection. Genetic differences between 

populations can result in variable susceptibility towards environmental stressors, and here we 

compared pesticide tolerances across breeding stocks using a mixture of seven pesticides 

frequently found in colonies providing pollination services. We administered the pesticide 

mixture chronically to in vitro reared larvae at four concentrations of increasing Hazard Quotient 

(HQ, or cumulative toxicity) and measured mortality during larval development. We found that 

different stocks had significantly different tolerances to our pesticide mixture as indicated by 

their median lethal toxicity (HQ50). The intensively selected Pol-Line stock exhibited the greatest 

pesticide sensitivity while Old World (progenitor) and putatively feral stocks were the most 

pesticide-tolerant. Furthermore, we found that activity of the detoxification enzyme esterase was 

positively correlated with pesticide tolerance when measured using two different substrate 

standards, and confirmed that larvae from the Pol-Line stock had generally lower esterase 

activity. Consistent with an increased pesticide tolerance, the Old World and putatively feral 

stocks had higher esterase activities. However, esterases and other detoxification enzymes 

(CYP450s and GSTs) were found in similar abundances across stocks, suggesting that the 

differences in enzyme activity we observed might arise from stock-specific single nucleotide 
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polymorphisms or post-translational modifications causing qualitative variation in enzyme 

activity. These results suggest that selective breeding may inadvertently increase honey bees’ 

sensitivity to pesticides, whereas unselected, putatively feral and Old World stocks have larvae 

that are more tolerant. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Insect pollination is required for the production of many economically valuable crops, the 

estimated global value of which is around €153 billion annually (Gallai et al., 2008). Many 

agricultural food production systems employ chemical control measures to mitigate pest-

associated losses, and honey bee foragers providing pollination services can inadvertently 

become exposed to pesticides and bring contaminated resources back to a colony (Johnson, 

2014; Traynor et al., 2016). Additionally, beekeeper-applied chemical treatments, including 

miticides used to suppress the parasitic mite Varroa destructor, dominate the in-hive chemical 

exposure environment of commercial colonies (Traynor et al., 2016) . The combination of 

agrochemicals and hive medications creates a complex matrix of synthetic chemicals inside the 

hive, each of which contributes a varying degree of risk to the colony. The cooccurrence of a 

variety of pesticides may lead to synergistic acute toxicity (Johnson et al., 2013; Wang et al., 

2020) and long term impacts on colony performance and survival (Traynor et al., 2016). 

Pesticides have long been implicated as important environmental stress factors 

threatening honey bee health (VanEngelsdorp & Meixner, 2010) and an increased emphasis has 

been placed on better understanding honey bee toxicology (Benuszak et al., 2017). The potential 

effects of complex pesticide interactions may be expressed using a Hazard Quotient (HQ), 

which standardizes the amount of each pesticide by its respective acute toxicity (LD50) and can 
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be summed to calculate an additive estimation of total pesticide risk from the co-exposure of 

multiple pesticides (Stoner & Eitzer, 2013). Internal hive matrices with high HQs (i.e., wax and 

bee bread) have been found to correlate with reductions of colony survivorship and queen 

longevity, thus highlighting the need to examine the impacts of multi-pesticide exposure3.  

Honey bees and other insect pollinators utilize detoxification enzymes such as 

carboxylesterases, cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (CYP450s), and glutathione-S-

transferases (GSTs) to mitigate the toxic effects of xenobiotics such as plant defense 

compounds and pesticides (Berenbaum & Johnson, 2015). Carboxylesterases can hydrolyze the 

carboxylester bonds present in many pesticides and serve other functions in addition to 

detoxification (Montella et al., 2012). Indeed, esterase enzyme activity positively correlates with 

pesticide tolerance in many insect species (Baker et al., 1998; Cheng et al., 2004; Hemingway et 

al., 2004; Smirle et al., 2010; Spoonamore et al., 1993). Esterase-mediated pesticide resistance 

can manifest from quantitative differences in the amount of esterase enzymes (concentration) or 

from qualitative changes in the hydrolytic efficiency (Hemingway et al., 2004; Newcomb et al., 

1997) (specific activity). At the individual level, a worker’s detoxification capacity is age-

dependent and can be modulated in accordance to colony size and the number of larvae present 

(Rinkevich et al., 2015; Smirle, 1990; Smirle, 1993). Pesticide susceptibility can also vary across 

castes, with queens generally being the most tolerant even when lethal dosages are corrected by 

body size (Dahlgren et al., 2012; Friedli et al., 2020). Additionally, honey bee genotype can 

affect pesticide sensitivity (Danka et al., 1986; Elzen et al., 2003; Rinkevich et al., 2015; Suchail, 

et al., 2000; Yue et al., 2017), but the biochemical mechanisms of these phenomena are not well 

understood. 
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A considerable number of distinct honey bee ecotypes have arisen within their native 

range (Africa and Eurasia) and a subset of these distinct sub-species have served as progenitor 

populations for introductions into the Americas (Cobey et al., 2012; Whitfield et al., 2006). The 

importation of various honey bee sub-species and more recent immigration of European-African 

(Africanized) hybrids has resulted in a high level of genetic diversity in North America which 

remains today (Harpur et al., 2012). Over the last 100 years, several breeding programs have 

sought to improve honey bee stocks by selecting for increased honey production and disease 

resistance (Kulinčević, 1986), assisted by instrumental insemination which permits controlled 

mating of queens (Laidlaw, 1944). Following the introduction of the parasitic Varroa mite 

(Varroa destructor) in the 1980s, a concerted effort was made to systematically breed for bees to 

combat the challenges posed by Varroa through increased hygienic behavior and suppression of 

mite reproduction, culminating in the Russian, VSH, and eventually the Pol-Line breeding stocks 

(Harris et al., 2010). Additionally, other stocks, such as the Saskatraz (Robertson et al., 2014) 

and Italian honey bees undergo selection by breeders for use in commercial apiculture. 

Given their management and life history, there are several barriers limiting the 

development of pesticide tolerance or resistance in honey bees (Tahori et al., 1969). First, honey 

bee colonies have a very long lifespan and organisms with shorter generation times tend to more 

rapidly develop pesticide resistance (Hawkins et al., 2019). Second, worker bees foraging in the 

environment surrounding a colony are those most likely to come into contact with pesticides and 

other xenobiotics, thus selection for the biochemical mechanisms conferring pesticide resistance 

would need to act indirectly on drones and queens (the reproductive castes). Third, obligatory 

queen polyandry (extreme multiple mating) would minimize the benefits of any given pesticide-

tolerant patrilines within a colony. Indeed, particularly DDT-tolerant colonies were not found to 
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have increased within-colony variation (flatter dose-response slopes), which would be indicative 

of bias from hyper-tolerant patrilines (Tahori et al., 1969). Fourth, breeder queens are produced 

in dedicated colonies and are unlikely to experience the same level of selective pressure 

encountered by colonies providing pollination services in agroecosystems (Cobey et al., 2012). 

Fifth, pesticide resistance can impose a fitness cost (Kliot & Ghanim, 2012), and commercial 

breeding efforts may select for other desirable traits at the exclusion of pesticide tolerance. 

Lastly, widespread annual queen replacement by commercial beekeepers (Cobey et al., 

2012) may prevent the formation of any adaptations leading to pesticide tolerance. 

Despite these barriers, a few instances of pesticide tolerance have been previously 

reported at the colony-level (Atkins & Anderson, 1962; Tahori et al., 1969), but efforts to 

propagate this trait though artificial selection using instrumental insemination have had minimal 

success (Graves & Mackensen, 1965; Tucker, 1980). Selection for carbaryl resistance in honey 

bees was unable to improve the tolerance of workers, but it was able to increase the tolerance of 

queens 3.5-fold through direct selection of reproductives (Tucker, 1980). Differences in pesticide 

tolerance are likely the result of intercolonial variation and other environmental factors (Smirle 

& Winston, 1987; Tahori et al., 1969), but it also appears that there is substantial variation in 

pesticide susceptibility across genetic stocks. Differences in pesticide tolerance have been shown 

across ecotypes/stocks in response to single pesticide exposures, with exception to one study 

(Elzen et al., 2003) in Italian honey bees (Apis mellifera ligustica) which have generally been 

found to be more susceptible than other genotypes (Danka et al., 1986; Rinkevich et al., 2015; 

Suchail et al., 2000; Yue et al., 2017). In this study, we sought to examine the pesticide 

tolerances of larvae from several stocks (Table 3.1) and further explore these differences by 

comparing their proteome and esterase activity. 
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METHODS 

Pesticide mixture  

We developed a mixture of seven pesticides (including insecticides, fungicides and an 

herbicide) (Table 3.2) commonly found in beewax (Traynor et al., 2016). Detections in beeswax 

were chosen based on our observation that pesticide residues found in larval diet can originate 

from contaminated beeswax and that pesticide transference from wax into royal jelly (RJ) can 

occur at a concentration about 1/10th of their detection in wax (Milone and Tarpy, submitted). 

Each pesticide was included in the treatment mixture proportionally to its respective mean 

detection in beeswax (Traynor et al., 2016), and we employed Hazard Quotient (Stoner & Eitzer, 

2013) (HQ) to estimate cumulative risk from the treatment mixture by dividing each pesticide 

concentration by its respective honey bee adult oral LD50 (as reported by Traynor et al., 2016). 

We tested four treatments of increasing pesticide concentration (400, 727, 824, 1,010HQ), a 

solvent control, and a negative control to determine the median lethal HQ (HQ50) of our 

pesticide mixture across stocks in 2018 (Table 3.4). In 2019, we tested only a single 

concentration level of our pesticide treatment mixture and a solvent control (Table 3.4). We 

mixed all pesticides into larval diet (see in vitro rearing and diet). We used the USDA-AMS 

National Science Laboratory in Gastonia NC to perform a multi-pesticide residue screening to 

determine the presence of any contaminants and to quantify the HQ for each tested concentration 

level (Table 3.2). We used HQTotal values based on residue detections from the residue screening 

when conducting probit analysis (Table 3.2). If a pesticide was detected during the residue 

screening but was not able to be quantified, we used the limit of detection to calculate HQTotal. 
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Larval source colonies and study sites 

We introduced caged queens from each stock into queenless colony splits which were 

then released following a 4-5 day acclimation period to establish larval source colonies. 

Following queen introductions, we fed colonies 50% sucrose solution to encourage egg laying 

and colony growth. During the summer of 2018, we established 30 colonies as larval sources for 

seven different honey bee stocks in order to determine the median lethal HQ for each stock 

(performed at the Lake Wheeler Honey Bee Research Facility). In order to assay larvae from a 

putatively feral stock (NC Swarm), we transported marked frames of eggs and nurse bees from a 

remote region of the Appalachian Mountains (35°21'08.5"N 82°46'46.7"W) to the laboratory at 

the Lake Wheeler Honey Bee Research Facility (Raleigh, NC) where we later assayed larvae 

upon hatching. Due to their availability at the time, we used queens which were single drone 

inseminated (SDI) when measuring HQ50 values for the Old World (OW) Carniolans. 

During the summer of 2019, we used 24 colonies of six different stocks, housed at the 

USDA-ARS Honey Bee Breeding, Genetics, and Physiology laboratory in Baton Rouge, LA, as 

larval sources during the comparison of esterase activity (see stocks and total replication in Table 

3.1). All of the same stocks were included as in the 2018 experiment, with the addition an Italian 

stock from a commercial queen rearing operation in California (CA Italian). Moreover, we 

reared larvae in vitro from the feral North Carolina (NC Swarm) and GA Italian stocks at the 

Lake Wheeler Honey Bee Research Facility and then shipped larvae on dry ice to the USDA Bee 

Breeding lab for esterase activity assays. 

Larval rearing and diet  

For larval rearing in vitro, we used the OECD repeated exposure larval toxicity test (Test 

No. 239 (OECD, 2016)) with the inclusion of sterile practices outlined by Schmehl et al. 2016 . 
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We performed larval inspections, feedings, and grafting inside a small heated room (~32 °C) 

containing a HEPA filter equipped air purifier (Guardian Technologies, Euclid, Ohio Model 

AC4825DLX). For each colony, we grafted newly hatched worker larvae using alcohol/flame 

sterilized steel grafting tools atop pre-warmed diet in plastic queen cups (JZ BZ Honey 

Company, Santa Cruz CA), which were placed inside 96-well microcentrifuge tube racks 

containing equal numbers of wells filled with a saturated K2SO4 solution or distilled water. We 

autoclaved larval plates and cells prior to grafting and grafted larvae were reared inside a sealed 

desiccator within an environmental chamber set to 34.5 °C (Percival Scientific Inc., Perry, IA, 

USA). When determining median lethal HQs across stocks during 2018, we grafted a minimum 

of 16 larvae for each treatment group and exposures were continued chronically from grafting 

throughout the larval stage (6d). We visually inspected larvae daily for spiracular movement with 

a dissecting microscope and recorded each larva as alive or dead. 

For larval diet preparation, we combined organic royal jelly (Glorybee Foods Inc., 

Eugene, OR) 1:1 (w/v) with aqueous solutions containing D-glucose (VWR International, West 

Chester, PA), D-fructose (Sigma Aldrich Inc. St. Louis, MO), and yeast extract (BD Biosciences, 

San Jose, CA) dissolved in Milli-Q water (see Table 3.3). We increased the amount and 

concentrations of sugars/yeast extract in the larval diet over the course of larval development in 

accordance with previously established protocols (OECD, 2016; Schmehl, Tomé, et al., 2016) 

(Table 3.4). We purchased all pesticides as pure technical material (≥95%) from Sigma Aldrich 

Inc. (St. Louis, MO) or Chem Service Inc. (West Chester, PA) and serially diluted each 

compound in acetone before thoroughly integrating into diets by continually stirring for ~2 min. 

For the production of solvent control, we added equal parts of acetone relative to treated diets 

and the final contrition of acetone (1.6% acetone of the final diet by volume for all treatments). 
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We pre-portioned diet for daily use and stored diet in Teflon sealed amber vials at -20 °C. Prior 

to larval feedings, we warmed the diet in a 34 °C incubator for 1 hour and then dispensed daily 

using a M4 repeater pipette (Eppendorf Inc., Hamburg, Germany) directly onto the side of each 

larvae. 

 

Esterase activity assays 

When rearing larvae for the determination of esterase activity in 2019, we repeated 

similar methods to those previously outlined while grafting a minimum of 32 larvae per colony 

per treatment (replication for each stock listed in Table 3.1). We administered only two diets—a 

treated diet (2019 diet in Table 3.2) and a control diet with an equal amount of solvent. For each 

colony we sampled four living larvae per treatment (pesticide and control) 3 days after grafting 

using alcohol sterilized forceps. We then cleaned larvae using a Kimwipe to remove any 

remaining diet and stored larvae individually in vials at -80 °C until the measurement of esterase 

activity. 

We used four model substrates for quantifying esterase activity: 4-methylumbelliferyl 

butyrate (4MUB), para-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA), 1-naphthyl acetate (1NA), and indoxyl 

acetate (IA). We selected these four compounds because they have been well established as 

model substrates for measuring general esterase activity as well as specific esterase isozymes ( 

Bitondiland et al., 1983; Montella et al., 2012; Pohanka et al., 2011). We performed esterase 

activity assays in accordance to established protocols adapted for a 96-well plate and ran all 

reactions in duplicate (Gomori, 1955). All esterase assays were performed with a Spectramax 

190 using with SoftMax Pro 7.0 software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). We 

homogenized each individual larva using a disposable pestle in 1 ml of 100 mM sodium 
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phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) in a microcentrifuge tube, which was then spun for 10 min at 4 °C at 

10,000 g. We collected the supernatant for use in esterase activity and Bradford assays. 

We determined protein concentration using the Bradford method (Bradford, 1976) by 

loading 10 μl of larval homogenate into a 96 well in duplicate and then adding 200 μl of diluted 

Bradford Reagent (BioRad, Hercules CA) to each well. We then incubated plates at room 

temperature (RT) for 5 min and then measured absorbance at 595 nm. We determined protein 

concentration by a standard curve using serial dilutions of bovine serum albumin, and we 

standardized esterase activity by protein concentration. 

For 1NA, we used an endpoint assay where 20 μl of larval homogenate was added in 

duplicate to a 96-well plate (model 9017, Corning Life Sciences, Corning NY). Control wells 

received 20 μl of 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)). We then added 180 μl of 0.3 mM 

1NA (dissolved in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4). We incubated plates at RT for 15 

min prior to staining each well with 50 µl of staining solution (0.15 g Fast Blue B dissolved in 

32.5 ml distilled water and 17.5 ml of 10% (w/v) sodium dodecylsulfate). We then incubated 

plates at RT for 5 min prior to reading at 570 nm. We ran standard curves in parallel each day 

with serial dilutions of 1-naphthol to calculate the nmol napthol/min/mg protein. 

We performed a PNPA kinetic assay (Sanchez et al., 1997) using 20 μl of larval 

homogenate added in duplicate to a 96-well plate. Controls received 20 μl of phosphate buffer. 

Immediately prior to the PNPA assay, we added 0.1 ml of 100 mM PNPA stock solution (in 

acetonitrile) to 9.9 ml of 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer to make the PNPA working solution 

that was then vortexed for 5 s. We then added 180 μl of PNPA working solution (1 mM final 

concentration) to each well. We immediately recorded absorbance every 10 s for 2 min at 405 

nm. We calculated esterase activity towards PNPA by subtracting the average control activity 
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from the average of the experimental samples. PNPA activity is expressed in units of 

ΔAbsorbance/min/mg protein. 

Similarly, we performed the 4MUB kinetic assay (Baker et al., 1998) using 20 μl of 

larval homogenate added to a 96-well plate in duplicate. Controls received 20 μl of phosphate 

buffer. Immediately prior to the 4MUB assay, we added 0.5 ml of 20 mM 4MUB (in acetone) to 

9.5 ml of 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer and then vortexed for 5 s. We added 180 μl of 4-

MUB solution (1 mM final concentration) to each well. We immediately recorded absorbance 

every 30 s for 5 min at 319 nm excitation/477 nm emission. 4MUB activity is expressed in units 

of ΔFluorescence/min/mg protein. 

We performed the IA kinetic assay (Guilbault & Kramer, 1965) using 20 μl of larval 

homogenate added to a 96-well plate. Controls received 20 μl of phosphate buffer. Immediately 

prior to the IA assay, we added 0.1 ml of 100 mM IA (in acetone) to 9.9 ml of 100 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer and vortexed for 5 s. We added 180 μl of IA solution (1 mM final 

concentration). We immediately recorded absorbance every 30 s for 5 min at 395 nm 

excitation/470 nm emission. IA activity is expressed in units of ΔFluorescence/min/mg protein. 

 

Proteomic analysis 

Sample preparation 

For proteomics analysis, we sampled four larvae from each queen three days post-

grafting for each treatment (treated and control) and extracted protein essentially as previously 

described (McAfee et al., 2017). Larvae were transferred to 2 ml screw-cap bead mill tubes 

(Fisher) containing 100 µl of lysis buffer (6 M guanidinium chloride, 100 mM Tris, pH 8.5) and 

four ceramic beads. The samples were homogenized (Precellys 24, Bertin Instruments) at 6,500 
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rpm for 30 s, then centrifuged at 16,000 rcf, 10 min, 4 °C to remove debris. We diluted 

supernatants 1:1 with dH2O prior to precipitating the protein by adding four volumes of ice-cold 

acetone. After an overnight incubation at -20 °C, we pelleted the protein and washed it twice 

with 500 µl of 80% acetone, allowing the pellet to air dry (ca. 5 min) prior to solubilization in 

100 µl of digestion buffer (6 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 100 mM Tris, pH 8). 

To prepare proteins for mass spectrometry, we reduced 25 µg per sample (0.5 µg 

dithiothreitol, 20 min), then alkylated (2.5 µg iodoacetamide, 30 min, dark), and digested 

samples (0.5 µg Lys-C for 3 h, then 0.5 µg trypsin overnight) as previously described (Foster, et 

al., 2003). We acidified digested peptides with one volume of 1% trifluoroacetic acid and 

desalted the peptides with in-house packed high-capacity STAGE tips (Rappsilber et al., 2003). 

We then eluted and dried (SpeedVac, Eppendorf, 45 min) samples and resuspended them in 

Buffer A (0.1% formic acid). To determine peptide concentrations, we used a NanoDrop 

(Thermo, 280 nm), then diluted samples to equal concentrations. Samples were injected for 

liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) in a randomized order. 

LC-MS/MS data acquisition, analysis, and availability 

Peptides were injected (0.5 µg for each sample) on an EASY-nLC 1000 liquid 

chromatography system (Thermo) coupled to an Impact II Q-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker), 

essentially as previously described (McAfee et al., 2017). The LC system included a fused-silica 

(5 μm Aqua C18 particles (Phenomenex)) fritted 2 cm trap column connected to a 50 cm 

analytical column packed with ReproSil C18 (3 μm C18 particles (Dr. Maisch)). We set the 

separation gradient from 5% to 35% Buffer B (80% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) over 120 

min, followed by a 15 min wash at 95% Buffer B (flow rate: 250 μL/min). We set instrument 

parameters as follows: scan from 150 to 2200 m/z, 100 μs transient time, 10 μs prepulse storage, 
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7 eV collision energy, 1500 Vpp Collision RF, a +2 default charge state, 18 Hz spectral 

acquisition rate, 3.0 s cycle time, and the intensity threshold was 250 counts. 

We searched the mass spectrometry data using MaxQuant (v1.5.3.30) with default 

parameters, except match between runs and label-free quantitation options were enabled. We 

controlled peptide spectral matches, peptide identifications and protein identifications at 1% false 

discovery rates (FDRs). We used the protein search database NCBI Identical Protein Groups 

database for Apis mellifera (downloaded Nov. 1st, 2018; 21,425 entries) plus all honey bee viral 

proteins contained within NCBI (a further 508 entries).  

 

Statistics 

For toxicity assays and esterase activity comparisons, we performed statistical analyses using 

JMP Pro 14 (SAS Inc., Cary, NC). We used Abbott’s method (Abbott, 1925) to correct for 

solvent control mortality. We generated independent probit regressions for each colony using a 

binomial general linear model with a probit link function (Hay et al., 2014) and log transformed 

the HQTotal for each tested dose prior to running the analysis. We excluded colonies that lacked 

goodness of fit as determined by Pearson Chi Square (p<0.05) (n=8). Thereafter, we pooled the 

total the number of dead larvae at day 6, and total number of larvae assayed for all the remaining 

colonies within a stock and again generated a probit regression curve as previously mentioned 

for each stock. We then calculated a median lethal dose (HQ50) for each stock with 95% 

confidence intervals. In order to compare differences in HQ50 values between stocks, we used an 

LC50 ratio test (Wheeler et al., 2006) where a z-score can be calculated using: Z = 

Log(ζ̂)/se[Log(ζ̂)]. We again used a Z test when comparing parallelism among slopes (Lei & 

Sun, 2018). We log-transformed esterase activity prior to analysis, and calculated relative 
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activity by dividing activity from treated larvae by control larvae from the same colony. All 

esterase data was tested for normality using a Shapiro-Wilk W test. For normally distributed 

data, we compared differences in esterase activity and relative activity across stocks using 

ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD. For those substrates with non-normally distributed data, 

comparisons across stocks were made using a Kruskal-Wallace test and thereafter the Steel-

Dwass test in order to separate means of each stock. When comparing correlations in esterase 

activities between substrates, we used a Pearson’s analysis. Similarly, we compared the 

correlation of HQ50 with esterase activity using a Pearson’s correlation analysis.  

We performed differential expression analysis of proteomics data in Perseus (v1.6.1.1) 

essentially as previously described (McAfee et al., 2017). We first inspected the histograms of 

log2 transformed protein counts for normality. We then identified the proteins that were 

differentially expressed among larval stocks and between treatment and control groups using a 

one-way ANOVA and two-tailed t-test, respectively, after determining that there was no 

interactive effect (two-way ANOVA). We considered only those P values that surpassed the 10% 

False Detection Rate (FDR) threshold (permutation-based method) as significant. Finally, we 

compared expression of specific proteins of interest (10 known putative detoxification enzymes 

identified in the data set) between treatment and control groups using two-tailed t-tests, 

correcting alpha according to the Bonferroni method. The proteins were chosen based on links to 

one or more detoxification GO terms (GO:0016788, GO:0003990, GO:0052689, or 

GO:0004364) identified using BLAST2GO, or if their descriptions matched known 

detoxification enzymes (e.g. carboxylesterase). 
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RESULTS 

Pesticide tolerance 

When performing concentration-response probit analysis (Hay et al., 2014) for each stock 

using day 6 survival data, we found that all models corresponded well to the observed data with 

exception to one stock (GA Italian: Goodness of fit Pearson χ2= 7.50, df=2, p=0.02). Comparing 

HQ50 values between stocks, we found that the Pol-Line was most sensitive to the pesticide 

mixture, whereas the Old World (OW) Carniolan stock and feral swarm (NC Swarm) stock were 

least sensitive (Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1). The median lethal doses (HQ50) for larvae from the GA 

Italian, Saskatraz, and Russian were not statistically different from each other and represented 

larvae with a moderate tolerance to our pesticide treatment (Table 3.1). Moreover, stocks had 

significantly different dose-response slopes with separation into steeper and flatter slope groups 

(Table 3.1) indicating phenotypic variation in the uniformity of response to our pesticide 

treatment (Chilcuit & Tabashnik, 1995).     

Esterase Activity 

We found significant differences in esterase activity for all substrates tested (Fig. 

3.2A-D). OW Carniolan larvae exhibited the lowest activity towards 1NA followed by 

Russian, Pol Line, Saskatraz, Carniolan, and CA Italian larvae (which exhibited moderate 

activity towards this substrate). GA Italian and NC Swarm had the highest activity towards 

1NA (Kruskal-Wallis, n=112, H=73.2, df=7, p<0.0001, Fig. 3.2A). For PNPA, larvae from 

the CA Italian, Pol-Line, and Russian had the lowest activity, followed by Carniolan and 

Saskatraz stocks. GA Italian, NC Swarm, and OW Carniolan had the highest activity 

towards PNPA (One-Way ANOVA, n=116, F7,108=35.2, p<0.0001, Fig. 3.2B). For 4MUB, 

Pol-Line, CA Italian, Russian, Carniolan, and Saskatraz had the lowest activity and OW 
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Carniolan and GA Italian had intermediate activity, with NC Swarm having the highest 

activity (Kruskal-Wallis, n=116, H=77.8, df=7, p<0.0001; Fig. 3.2C). For IA, CA Italian, 

Pol-Line, NC Swarm, and GA Italian had the lowest activity with GA Italian and Russian 

larvae expressing moderate activity. Saskatraz, Carniolan, and OW Carniolan larvae had the 

highest activity towards IA (Kruskal-Wallis, n=116, H=55.9, df=7, p<0.0001, Fig. 3.2D). 

Larvae exposed to pesticides had lower esterase activity towards all substrates 

relative to untreated larvae from the same respective colonies (Fig. 3.2E-H). The Pol-Line 

Stock had the lowest relative activity towards 1NA but had similar relative activates when 

compared to OW Carniolan, CA Italian, Carniolan, and NC Swarm larvae stock. Saskatraz, 

Russian, and GA Italian had higher relative activates towards 1NA (One-Way ANOVA, 

n=111, F7,103=4.9, p<0.0001, Fig. 3.2E). Pol-Line had the lowest relative activity towards 

PNPA and Carniolan, CA Italian, and NC Swarm larvae had an intermediate relative 

activity. OW Carniolan, Saskatraz, Russian, and GA Italian had the highest relative activity 

towards PNPA (One-Way ANOVA, n=116, F7,108=3.2, p<0.005, Fig. 3.2F). For 4MUB, Pol-

Line and Saskatraz had the lowest and highest relative activity, respectively, and all other 

stocks had a moderate relative activity (One-Way ANOVA, n=116, F7,108=2.8, p<0.01; Fig. 

3.2G). For IA, OW Carniolan larvae had the lowest relative activity and CA Italian, 

Saskatraz, Pol-Line, and GA Italian larvae had the highest relative activity. Russian, 

Carniola, and NC swarm larvae had an intermediate relative activity towards IA (One-Way 

ANOVA, n=116, F7,108=2.8, p<0.01, Fig. 3.2H). 

Esterase activity towards PNPA and 4MUB were positively correlated for both 

untreated (Pearson’s ρ=0.85, p<0.0001, n=116) and treated larvae (Pearson’s ρ=0.89 

p<0.0001, n=116; Fig. 3.3A.) indicating considerable substrate activity overlap. A positive 
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trend was noted when comparing HQ50 values for each stock relative to its average activity 

towards 4MUB (n=8, r2= 0.36, Pearson’s ρ=0.60, p=0.14) and PNPA (n=7, r2= 0.43, Pearson’s 

ρ=0.66, p=0.10; Fig. 3.3B) 

 

Larval Proteome 

When comparing the whole proteomes of larvae exposed to our pesticide treatment or 

acetone, we first determined that there was no interactive effect between stock and treatment 

(Two-Way ANOVA; no significant proteins, 10% FDR). Considering treatment alone, we found 

only nine proteins that significantly varied between treatments (Two-Tailed t test, 10% 

permutation-based FDR) (Fig. 3.4B). Nine different proteins were differentially expressed in 

larvae from differing stocks, including major royal jelly proteins 5 and 7 and two 

uncharacterized proteins, which were upregulated in OW Carniolan larvae (One-Way ANOVA, 

10% permutation-based FDR) (Fig. 3.4A).  Additionally, we identified 10 proteins with GO 

terms linked to esterase activity and other detoxification processes (i.e. GSTs, CYP450s), among 

which we found lower abundance of fatty acid synthase (XP_395426) in larvae exposed to our 

pesticide treatment relative to those exposed to acetone (t=3.02, df=44.3, α=0.005, p<0.005) 

(Fig. 3.4C). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Selective breeding has the potential to influence unintended traits if the causative loci are 

genetically linked to those being actively selected. Here, we investigated the relationship 

between larval sensitivity to a realistic pesticide mixture and the larvae’s stock (genetic 

background) in terms of survival, detoxification enzyme activity, and enzyme abundances. 
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Overall, our results support the notion that pesticide tolerance is influenced by genetic variation 

and can vary considerably across populations. We found significant differences when comparing 

median lethal HQ (HQ50) across larvae from different stocks. Larvae from the Pol-Line stock 

were observed to have the lowest pesticide tolerance (HQ50=420) and its HQ50 was significantly 

lower when compared to all other stocks (Table 3.1). Additionally, when measuring esterase 

activity in control and treated larvae, we found that larvae from the Pol-Line stock had very low 

esterase activity towards PNPA and 4MUB (Fig. 3.2B and C).  

The Pol-Line stock is the result of one of the longest running systematic breeding 

program in the United States, and it was selected to have high levels of Varroa resistance by 

outcrossing the Varroa Sensitive Hygienic (VSH) stock with bees in use by commercial 

beekeepers (Danka et al.,2016). With the VSH program having been initiated in the late 1990s 

(Harris et al., 2010), the Pol-Line represents over 20 years of intensive selection using queen 

instrumental insemination (Danka et al., 2016; Harris et al., 2010). Our findings indicate that 

these rigorous and focused selective breeding efforts may have inadvertently influenced Pol-

Line larval pesticide tolerance and esterase activity. The consequences of the restrictive breeding 

program for Pol-Line is evident from genomic comparisons that demonstrate Pol-Line is a highly 

divergent genotype compared to other stocks of commercial honey bees (Saelao et al., 

Submitted). 

The Russian honey bee stock, which originated around the same time as the Pol-Line and 

also sought to increased Varroa tolerance (Harris et al., 2010), had higher larval pesticide 

tolerance (Fig. 3.1B) and higher esterase activity towards PNPA and 4MUB (Fig. 3.2B and C) 

relative to Pol-Line. Interestingly, the Russian breeding program started with honey bees 
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imported from Russia whereas the Pol-Line program selected from Italian bees already present in 

the U.S. commercial population (Danka et al., 2016). 

The Saskatraz breeding program was initiated with Russian honey bees in 2004, and we 

found the Saskatraz and Russian stocks to have nearly identical HQ50 values and esterase 

activities towards PNPA and 4MUB (Fig. 3.2B and C). Conversely, we observed very large 

differences when comparing esterase activity between the two Italian stocks and found that 

larvae from the California Italian (CA Italian) breeder had constantly lower esterase activity 

relative to the Georgia Italian (GA Italian) larvae across all substrates (Fig. 3.1A-D). This 

variability in esterase phenotype supports previous genomic work uncovering the heterogeneous 

population genetics of managed honey bees in North America resulting from the admixture of 

old world genotypes (Harpur et al., 2012). For GA Italian larvae, we found high levels of 

esterase activity towards 4MUB and PNPA while simultaneously reporting a relatively low HQ50 

for this stock (Fig. 3.3B).  Whereas, for all other stocks we observed a positive correlation 

between these factors for all other stocks (Fig. 3.3B). Unfortunately, we do not have an HQ50 

data for 2019 and we are unable to verify if the pesticide tolerance of the GA had changed from 

the previous year. 

Larvae from the a putatively feral population in North Carolina (NC Swarm) and Old 

World (OW) Carniolans had the highest pesticide tolerances and also exhibited very high 

esterase activities towards PNPA and 4MUB (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2). The NC Swarm larvae are from 

an unmanaged and putatively feral population found in a remote area of the Blue Ridge 

Mountains of North Carolina, and as a result they may experience reduced introgression by 

commercial stocks.  
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Among the four substrates tested, we observed a strong correlation between activity 

towards 4MUB and PNPA indicating substrate activity overlap (Fig. 3.3A). The remaining two 

substrates (1NA and IA) had higher variability when compared across stocks and some stocks 

with high activities towards PNPA and 4MUB had very low activity towards 1NA and IA (Fig. 

3.2A, E, D, H). Each model substrate varies by its esterase isozyme specificity(Maria et al., 

1983), and these differences are likely one cause of stock-specific variability in esterase function 

across substrates. We observed that many stocks with higher esterase activities towards PNPA 

and 4MUB had correspondingly higher HQ50 values highlighting a possible correlation between 

certain larval esterases and pesticide tolerance (Fig. 3.3B). While the relationship of esterase 

activity quality with the HQ50 of each stock is marginally significant, this result supports the 

notion that there can be variability in esterase quality across honey bee stocks. The heritability of 

esterase phenotypes has been shown in honey bees (Maria et al., 1983), and more work is needed 

to verify the relationship between esterase phenotype and pesticide tolerance in honey bees. 

For certain substrates, we report that stocks with moderate/high esterase activity for 

control larvae sometimes simultaneously had larvae with very low relative activity (esterase 

activity of treated vs. control larvae from the same colony). One example of this is Pol-Line’s 

activity towards 4MUB. For this substrate, Pol-Line exhibited esterase activity which was 

comparable to most other stocks for control larvae but simultaneously had the lowest relative 

activity of all tested stocks (Fig. 3.2 C. and G.). This observation may be the result of qualitative 

differences esterase activity. While unexposed (control) Pol-Line larvae hydrolyzed 4MUB at a 

similar rate to most other stocks, the introduction of additional substrate (i.e. the pesticide 

treatment) or inhibitors (i.e. coumaphos, chlorpyrifos) may have more completely saturated the 

less efficient Pol-Line esterases and resulted in significantly lower 4MUB activity. Qualitative 
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differences in esterases have been previously shown to confer pesticide resistance in mosquitoes 

(Hemingway et al., 2004) and organophosphate (OP)-resistant sheep blowfly (Lucilia cuprina) 

have been shown to contain esterase with differing kinetic properties and substrate specificities 

relative to susceptible lines (Campbell et al., 1998). Pol-Line larvae may have esterases with a 

lower specific activity, which may have contributed to their low HQ50 in 2018. Stock specific 

qualitative differences in esterase enzyme kinetics should be examined in future works. 

Relative esterase activity could also be influenced by the tendency to become irreversibly 

inhibited following pesticide exposure. Irreversible inhibition of esterases is a well-known 

contributing factor of OP acute toxicity (Maxwell, 1992), and we included two OPs in our 

pesticide treatment (coumaphos and chlorpyrifos). Moreover, the bioactive oxon-metabolite of 

chlorpyrifos is known to be a very strong esterase inhibitor (Crow et al., 2008), and some stocks 

may have esterases that are more likely to become irreversibly inhibited and thus rendered 

unable to hydrolyze our model substrates. In fact, single mutations have been shown to sensitize 

acetylcholinesterase to inhibition by chlorpyrifos-oxon and coumaphos-oxon in Drosophila 

melanogaster (Menozzi et al., 2004). The inhibition characteristics of honey bee esterases are 

another aspect of enzyme kinetics that should be investigated as a putative mechanism driving 

differential pesticide tolerance across honey bee stocks and ecotypes. 

Overall, we found few differences when comparing whole larval proteomes between 

exposed and control larvae, with only 9 out of the 1,782 quantified proteins having significantly 

different abundances (Fig. 3.4B). Among the proteins that were significantly different between 

treatments, we observed no obvious functional patterns, and several are yet uncharacterized. 

When comparing proteomes across stocks, we again found minimal differences in the larval 

proteome (Fig. 3.4A) with only 9 significantly different proteins. However, we did find that the 
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OW Carniolans had significantly higher levels of the major royal jelly proteins (MRJP) 7 and 5. 

MRJPs are an important nutritive component of royal jelly and also likely serve other functions, 

which are not yet well understood. Both MRJP7 and MRJP 5 are believed to have a neurological 

functions and can be found in adult honey bee brains (Buttstedt et al., 2013) and MRJP 

expression, including MRJP5, is downregulated in nurse bees exposed to a fungicide, 

pyroclostrobin, and an insecticide, fipronil, demonstrating an apparent relationship between these 

proteins and pesticide exposure (Zaluski et al., 2020). Because all larvae were fed the same diet, 

our detected variation in these proteins across stocks is due to differences in endogenous MRJP 

abundances and it is possible that MRJPs offer a protective effect in OW Carniolans, but the 

mechanism remains unclear and these proteins were not elevated in larvae from the feral stock. 

Two uncharacterized proteins, XP_026298038.1 and XP_026299771.1, were also upregulated in 

OW Carniolans. The former contains a conserved lactonase domain (pfam08450), while the 

latter contains no known domains but shares significant sequence similarity with mucins (gel 

proteins). Lactonases hydrolyze the ester bond of homoserine lactone rings. The OW Carniolan 

stock have resulting from recent germline importations from Eastern Europe and the unique 

protein abundances of OW Carniolan larvae help demonstrate the uniqueness of this stock (Fig. 

3.4 A).  

We were also specifically interested in proteins involved in detoxification processes, so 

we compared expression of proteins involved in hydrolase activity acting on ester bonds 

(GO:0016788) between treatment and controls, we found that a fatty acid synthase 

(XP_395426.5) was significantly reduced in treated larvae (Fig. 3.4C). Fatty acid synthase is part 

of a multi-enzyme complex which is responsible for the creation of fatty acids and contains acyl 

transferase, enoylreductase, and alpha/beta hydrolase domains(Smith et al., 1976). To our 
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knowledge, fatty acid synthase is not directly involved in detoxification but due to its hydrolase 

activity towards ester bonds it could have activity towards carboxylester bonds found on many 

pesticides. The effects of pesticide exposure on honey bee lipid metabolism have been previously 

demonstrated with imidacloprid, which was found to downregulate the expression of fatty acid 

synthase in larvae (Derecka et al., 2013). All other detected enzymes containing GO terms 

involved in detoxification (GO:0003990, GO:0052689, GO:0004364) or enzyme descriptions 

matching detoxification enzymes were not significantly different between the two treatments 

after Bonferroni correction (Fig. 3.4C).  

With our observed differences in pesticide tolerance and esterase activity, we anticipated 

to see more variability in the larval proteomes across treatments and stocks. The minimal 

differences we observed between proteomes possibly indicate that the difference we observed in 

esterase activity are not the result of quantities of expressed enzymes and might instead arise 

from qualitative differences in enzyme kinetics or post translational modifications. 

By focusing on testing the impacts of a multi-pesticide test mixture we are unable to 

attribute our observed differences to a single pesticide and future works should increase this 

resolution by testing mixtures and individual compounds concurrently. However, testing multi-

pesticide exposures can be more representative of the real-world as internal hive environments 

sequester many different pesticides and larvae encounter multiple pesticides simultaneously 

(Traynor et al., 2016). We found significant differences in pesticide tolerance between 

selectively bred and feral stocks, highlighting the importance of reporting stock and subspecies 

when interpreting toxicological endpoint data in honey bees. More work is needed to examine 

the mechanisms underlying differences in enzymatic detoxification across stocks in order to 

follow up on the differences we report in esterase activity. While we can assume that genetic 
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variation is likely higher between stocks than within, it is important to note that without genomic 

data we cannot conclude on how distinct each stock is to one another. Nevertheless, we did find 

strong phenotypic differences in response to pesticides across stocks. We would expect that 

colonies living in agricultural landscapes would have an increased tolerance to pesticide 

exposure. Converse to this expectation, we report that putatively feral and progenitor Old World 

bees had higher pesticide tolerance and typically higher esterase activity. This may indicate that 

selective efforts, both active and passive, may indirectly influence the mechanisms related to this 

phenotype. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 
 

Table 3.1.  Stocks tested and queen replication (total N) for larvae screened for pesticide 

tolerance (Year 1) and esterase activity/proteomics (Year 2). Different letters next to median 

lethal values and slopes represent those which were statistically different (p≤0.05) when 

compared using an LC50 ratio test and Parallelism test, respectively. The table also includes the 

number of larvae tested per esterase substrate for each queen during 2019. 

 

Stock Background 

Queen 

replication 
Larval 

per 

substrate 

HQ50 

(95%CI) Slope (SE) 2018 2019 

Pol-Line Systematic breeding 4 4 16 420a (353-

472) 

4.77b (0.65) 

GA 

Italian 

Georgia commercial 4 2 8 529b (470-

579) 

4.91b (0.60) 

Saskatraz Systematic breeding 3 4 16 591b(543-633) 8.53a (0.98) 

Russian Systematic breeding 3 4 16 595b (546-

640) 

7.51a (0.88) 

Carniolan Hawaii commercial 4 4 16 664c (617-

708) 

6.74a (0.73) 

NC 

Swarm 

North Carolina feral  2 4 16 753cd (659-

858) 

4.45b (0.86) 

OW 

Carni.  

Old world imported 2 3 12 756d (684-

830) 

6.45ab (1.0) 

CA 

Italian  

California 

commercial  

0 4 16 N/A 
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Table 3.2.  Pesticide residue detections from experimental diets. Four concentration levels were tested in 2018 when generating a 

median lethal HQ (T1-T4) and in year two (2019) we tested a single treatment level (2019). Hazard Quotient values were calculated 

according to Stoner & Eitzer, 2013 and LD50 are presented as μg/bee as reported by Traynor et al., 2016. 

 

 

    T1 T2 T3 T4 2019 
 

LD50 ppb HQ ppb HQ ppb HQ ppb HQ ppb HQ 

Atrazine 98.5 2.9 0.03 2.3 0.02 2.1 0.02 1 0.01 3 0.03 

Azoxystrobin 112 2 0.02 1.6 0.01 1.3 0.01 1.3 0.01 2 0.02 

Chlorothalonil 111 1730 15.59 1150 10.36 1020 9.19 585 5.27 893 8.05 

Chlorpyrifos 0.0762 5.6 73.49 4.7 61.68 3.7 48.56 2.1 27.56 2 26.25 

Coumaphos 5.93 1490 251.26 1156 194.94 970 163.58 553 93.25 572 96.46 

Coumaphos Oxon 5.93 0.76 0.13 0.75 0.13 0.35 0.06 0.53 0.09 1 0.17 

2,4-DMPF 75 2220 29.60 1660 22.13 1440 19.20 766 10.21 499 6.65 

Fluvalinate 4.32 3140 726.85 2310 534.72 2100 486.11 1160 268.52 1390 321.76 

Propagite 15 2.7 0.18 3.6 0.24 3.3 0.22 3.3 0.22 3 0.20 

HQTotal   1097.15  824.24  726.94  405.15  459.58 
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Table 3.3  Composition and amounts of diets fed to larvae in vitro. Amount and diet (a, b, or 

c) fed per day of larval rearing. The respective compositions are given in (w/v) according to 

OCED Assessment No. 239. 

 

Day  0 (Graft) 1 2 3 4 5 

Amount of diet (μl) 10 10 20 30 40 50 

Diet a b c 

Glucose  12% 15% 18% 

Fructose  12% 15% 18% 

Yeast extract   2% 3% 4% 
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Table 3.4  Target concentrations (in ppb) for each pesticide included in the treatment 

mixture. Four dose levels were tested in Year 1 when generating a median lethal dose (T1-T4) 

and in Year 2 we tested a single treatment level (2019). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pesticide T1 T2 T3 T4 2019 

Atrazine 3.78 2.84 2.36 1.42 2.36 

Azoxystrobin 2.96 2.22 1.85 1.11 1.85 

Chlorothalonil 835.52 626.64 522.20 313.32 522.20 

Chlorpyrifos 3.47 2.61 2.17 1.30 2.17 

Coumaphos 897.20 672.90 560.75 336.45 560.75 

2,4-DMPF 1232.18 924.13 770.11 462.07 770.11 

Fluvalinate 2501.61 1876.21 1563.51 938.10 1563.51 
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Figure 3.1.  (A) Concentration response curves for all stocks tested in Year 1 converted to probits. Curves were generated using a 

binomial general linear model with a probit link function for each stock (see Table 3.1 for replication). Dashed line indicates the 

median lethal HQ (HQ50). (B) HQ50 values with confidence intervals for each stock from each stock’s dose-response curve. Lettering 

indicates a pairwise differences (p<0.05) using an LC50 ratio test Wheeler et al., 2006.  
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Figure 3.2.  Tukey outlier box plots for log transformed esterase activities across different substrates for each stock. (A-D) 

represent activities from untreated control larvae. E-H are relative activities in each stock where activity from treated larvae were 

divided by control larvae from the same respective colonies. If log transformed activities were normally distributed according to a 

Shapiro-Wilk Test (B, E-H), a One-Way ANOVA test was used with lettering indicating pairwise separation by Tukey’s HSD. 

Whereas, log transformed activities found to be non-normal, (A, C, D) a Kruskal-Wallis test was used with lettering indicating 

pairwise separation by Steele-Dwass test. All comparisons had p≤0.01. The number larvae offspring from each queen tested for all 

stocks per substrate are included in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.3.  (A) Comparison of esterase activity towards 4-methylumbelliferyl butyrate (4MUB) and p-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA) 

with a linear fit line (r2=0.87). Pearson’s correlation analysis between the two substrates: treated larvae, n=116, ρ=0.89, p<0.0001 and 

control larvae n=116, ρ=0.85, p<0.0001. (B) Average esterase activity towards 4MUB and PNPA for each stock by its respective 

HQ50. Linear fit lines are shown for 4MUB (solid, n=7, r2= 0.36, Pearson’s ρ=0.60, p=0.14) and PNPA (dashed, n=7, r2= 0.43, 

Pearson’s ρ=0.66, p=0.10). The California Italian stock was not tested in year one and is shown in line with the Georgia Italian stock 

and major difference in esterase activities were found between these two stocks.  
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Figure 3.4.  Differential protein expression in treated and untreated larvae from different 

stocks. (A) Stock-dependent protein expression. N = 8 larvae per stock (4 treatment and 4 

control), except OW Carniolan, for which 6 larvae were analyzed (3 treatment and 3 control) and 

GA Italian, where 4 larvae were analyzed (2 treatment and 2 control). Only significantly 

different proteins are shown (One-Way ANOVA, permutation-based FDR at 10%). (B) 

Treatment-dependent protein expression (N = 26, Two-Tailed t-test, permutation-based FDR at 

10%). (C) Expression of specific proteins with GO terms linked to detoxification. Boxes 

represent the bounds between the 2nd and 3rd interquartile range (IQR), midlines represent the 

median, and whiskers are extended by 1.5 × IQR. Only XP_395426.5, a fatty acid synthase, was 

significantly different (two-tailed t-test, Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.005). 

 


